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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 
The high temperature corrosion phenomena metal dusting and coking are known and 
described in literature for decades. Yet even today numerous cases of failure and shut 
downs occur in plants working under metal dusting conditions. Critical conditions are 
basically atmospheres which have a low oxygen partial pressure and are supersaturated with 
carbon in the temperature range of 400 to 900°C. The corrosive species, carbon, carburizes 
the metal continuously, which leads to a supersaturation of the metal matrix with carbon. 
The excess of carbon precipitates in the form of graphite within the metal along grain 
boundaries and defects causes a significant volume increase. The resulting mechanical stress 
reduces the material integrity and forms a dust containing graphite, carbides, and metal 
particles.  
Major efforts have been made to supress this form of corrosion including the development 
of new alloys with very high amounts of oxide forming elements, such as alloy 602CA or alloy 
693 with high contents of chromium and aluminium. Oxide scales are a form of passive 
protection by separating the atmosphere from the metal dusting susceptible metals. These 
alloys are very expensive and not always available in the product form needed. Another way 
to obtain a high content of oxide forming elements in the surface region of an alloy is the 
application of coatings. However, oxide forming elements deplete during the exposure 
under metal dusting conditions. It is only a matter of time until a critical minimum content of 
oxide forming elements is reached and the metal dusting process starts. 
As an alternative to a passive oxide scale an actively metal dusting inhibiting intermetallic 
coating was developed within this work. An intermetallic nickel-tin coating consisting of the 
high temperature stable phase Ni3Sn2 was found to supress the chemical surface reactions of 
nickel, iron and cobalt with the atmosphere, which are responsible for the metal dusting 
process. This coating neither oxidizes nor carburizes under metal dusting conditions. The 
theoretical approach to this coating, its development procedure as well as its performance 
on different alloys will be described in the following.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 METAL DUSTING AND COKING 
 
Metal dusting is a catastrophic form of corrosion which can lead to the complete 
disintegration of steels and nickel base alloys along with the formation of high amounts of 
coke. This phenomenon has been described in some detail in a recent overview paper (1). As 
a result of this mechanism metal is converted either in a general form or locally into a fine 
dust of nanoparticles consisting of the former metal, carbides and graphite. Metal Dusting 
occurs under specific circumstances: temperatures in the range of 400 to 900°C (2), carbon 
activities greater than one and the presence of at least one metal dusting susceptible metal 
(iron, nickel or cobalt) (3-10). These conditions are commonly found in ethylene crackers, 
syngas production plants and also in direct reforming solid oxyfuel cells. It occurs mainly in 
the product lines of plants, in heat exchangers, superheaters or reformer outlets where the 
atmospheres contain low oxygen partial pressures.  
Metal dusting and coking cause four major issues: Due to a high amount of coke 
precipitation, the heat transport situation on the metal surface is changed leading to 
problems for the heating or cooling of the gas phase. Another issue is the change of the gas 
atmosphere. Severe product loss occurs and follow up reactions can be affected. The third 
problem that could occur is a pressure-drop due to plugging of pipes by coke precipitation.  
From a materials aspect, the most severe damage is produced if metal dusting occurs in the 
form of pitting attack. This unpredictable form of metal dusting is characteristic for high alloy 
steels and nickel base alloys (11-13). These alloys produce more or less protective oxide 
scales, which delay the carbon attack. The alloy is attacked when the oxide scale fails due to 
damages from thermal cycling, erosion or scale spallation (14). Another approach suggests 
the influence of a certain carbon concentration in the oxide scale which was incorporated 
during the oxide scale growth (15). When the deposited carbon has access to the bulk alloy 
the metal dusting process is irreversible and continues until shutdown. 
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Due to high corrosion rates the duration of the attack itself compared to the incubation time 
on high alloy steels is rather short which makes metal dusting attack unpredictable and 
catastrophic. Frequent control for initial pitting corrosion causes high levels of shutdown 
time and even accelerates the defect occurrence due to the thermal cycling effect. 
When the carbon first diffuses into the alloy it traps carbide forming elements along their 
diffusion paths (16). Consequently, the amount of carbides formed in the alloy, i.e. 
conventionally chromium carbide, increases and the alloy can no longer form a protective 
oxide scale on the surface and paths for further chromium diffusion out of the bulk alloy are 
blocked – re-passivation of the surface is no longer possible. 
When the carbon is free to diffuse into the alloy matrix, two mechanisms can be taken into 
account depending whether the situation is dominated by the presence of ferrite or 
austenite (17-19). A clear separation of the mechanisms is not always possible for 
conventional complex alloy compositions but for pure iron-nickel-alloys the mechanism 
switches between 10-20 wt% nickel.  
 
 
For both mechanisms (Figure 2.1.1) the first step is the decomposition of the carbon 
containing gas species (carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons etc.) on the catalytically active alloy 
surface. This step is described in more detail and from a chemical point of view in chapter 
2.3. The deposited active single carbon atoms are adsorbed onto the metal surface. The C-
Figure 2.1.1: Metal dusting mechanisms for ferritic alloys as well as for austenitic and nickel base alloys.  
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M-bond (M=Fe, Ni, Co) is weak and as such carbon atoms can diffuse easily into the metal 
matrix. In ferrites cementite (Fe3C) forms (17) however the formation of Ni3C does not occur 
in austenitic and nickel base alloys (18). Only a limited amount of carbon is soluble in 
cementite as well as along grain boundaries and defects in the austenites. When 
supersaturation occurs crystallisation of graphite takes place causing a massive increase in 
the volume of the matrix and with this disintegration of the alloy – the metal dusts. Chapters 
2.3 to 2.5 examine with the chemical, steric and crystallographic characteristics of metal 
dusting. 
The next chapter concentrates on the specifications of the gas phase composition.    
 
2.2 REDUCING ATMOSPHERES WITH HIGH CARBON ACTIVITIES 
 
High carbon activities combined with low oxygen partial pressures are characteristics of 
carburization, syngas and ethylene or naphta-cracker atmospheres (20). 
To classify the aggressiveness the carbon activity is conventionally taken into account. Other 
investigations have shown that the carbon monoxide concentration can determine the metal 
dusting attack independently of the carbon activity (21). Metal dusting attack occurs when 
the carbon activity is greater than one in the temperature range of 400 to 900°C (2, 4, 22, 
23). Usually solid compounds are considered to have an activity of one. However, the driving 
force for the disintegration of the carbon containing gas species and by this for deposition of 
carbon varies with a change in the atmosphere. To take this situation and, thus, the amount 
of deposited coke into account, the scale of carbon activity is exceeded assuming constant 
removal of carbon out of the gas phase until equilibrium is reached. This leads to carbon 
activities up to 10000 or higher. Figure 2.2.1 shows the atmosphere ranges dealing with high 
carbon activities for different industrial atmospheres. 
Nevertheless, metal dusting is a process dependent upon surface adsorption, reaction and 
diffusion. Irrespective of how high the carbon activity of the atmosphere is, there is a kinetic 
limitation due to the availability of catalytically active centres on the alloy surface. 
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The critical gas compositions consist usually of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane, 
hydrogen, water steam and nitrogen as well as ethylene, propylene or naphta for the cracker 
systems.  
Three major reactions are taken into account for carbon deposition (Figure 2.2.2): 
CO + H2  C + H2O  CO reduction reaction / syngas reaction (eq.1) 
2 CO  C + CO2  BOUDOUARD reaction    (eq.2) 
CH4  C + 2 H2  methane conversion    (eq.3) 
In this work, the methane conversion is not taken into account as a rate determining 
reaction for metal dusting because it is kinetically not favoured at the testing temperature 
620°C, which was used. The rate limiting reactions are the CO reduction and the BOUDOUARD 
reaction. The carbon activity for each reaction can be calculated as follows: 
    CO reduction reaction / syngas reaction (eq.4) 
    BOUDOUARD reactions    (eq.5) 
 
 
Figure 2.2.1: Plot of industrial atmospheres combining the gas temperature, oxygen partial pressure and 
carbon activity (24). According to these data steam crackers and coal gasifiers are the most affected processes 
by metal dusting. 
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Neglecting the reaction of equation (3) for this work a rather simple atmosphere 
composition was chosen consisting only of hydrogen, carbon monoxide and steam with an 
excess of hydrogen. The carbon activity was calculated with two methods: one was 
considering only the syngas reaction, using Gibbs enthalpies from standard tables (18). The 
second method was the thermodynamic equilibrium calculation for the atmosphere using 
the commercial software package Chemsage 4.22 (25).  
The Gibb’s enthalpy of the syngas reaction is temperature dependent: 
ΔG(T) = 142,37T(K)-134515 (J)      (eq.6) 
The Gibb’s enthalpy is proportional to lnK with K being the equilibrium constant: 
ΔG(T) = -RT lnK        (eq.7) 
R is the gas constant and the temperature T is given in Kelvin. The resulting values for the 
equilibrium constant can be used to solve equation 4 to obtain a value for the carbon 
activity. All relevant values are summarized in table 2.2.1.   
Figure 2.2.2.:  Equilibrium constants for gas phase carbon producing reactions 1-3 (1). 
 
Temp. °C Temp. K    K  aC 
620 893 0.24 0.74 0.02 2.69 -7357 23.92 
Table 2.2.1: Carbon activity estimation solving eq.4 for a 74% H2 – 24% CO – 2% H2O atmosphere at 620°C used for 
the metal dusting tests in this work. 
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The equilibrium carbon activity estimated using the thermodynamic software Chemsage 
4.22(25) is much lower with aC = 1.33. The output-file of this calculation is attached in the 
appendix A-1. In this file numerous chemical species are mentioned. A cut-off was made for 
every species with an equilibrium amount lower than 10-40 mol. This equilibrium calculation 
considers all referring chemical reactions from the database including the educts and 
products at 620°C and determines an overall equilibrium of the Gibb’s enthalpy. This 
equilibrium is never reached due to a constant gas stream in the test rig and kinetics 
reasons. Furthermore, considering the syngas reaction as the main carbon source is also an 
approximation. The carbon activity should therefore lie in between these values.    
Due to the kinetic limitation of the metal dusting and coking reaction by the saturation of 
the catalytically active centres, a carbon activity greater than one is sufficient for the 
laboratory testing of materials. 
2.3 CHEMICAL ACTIVATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON METAL SURFACES 
 
 The understanding of the dissociation reaction of carbon containing gas species is a crucial 
factor for the development of a catalytical poisoning concept. As a model system the 
dissociation reaction of carbon monoxide on nickel shall be discussed, representing the 
syngas reaction on alloy surfaces. This reaction and the methane dissociation were part of 
several investigations and publications in catalyst journals (26-28).  
Figure 2.3.1: Schematic of the influence of a catalyst on an electron transfer. A single energetic step is split up 
into a cascade. The blue arrows represent electrons and the red arrows the energy values between two 
electron levels. 
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In simple terms, the catalyst, nickel, converts one large energetic step (the weakening of the 
C-O-bond) into a cascade of smaller ones, each one transferring electron density to a 
metastable transition state until the energy level for the molecule dissociation is reached. 
This process is shown schematically in Figure 2.3.1. The small arrows in the image represent 
the electron density.  
The energy ΔE is determined by the energy gap between the highest occupied molecule 
orbital of carbon monoxide (σ3) and the lowest unoccupied molecule orbital (π*) (29, 30) 
(Figure 2.3.2). The lowest unoccupied molecule orbital of carbon monoxide is anti-bonding. 
This means, that electron density in this molecule orbital weakens the bond between carbon 
and oxygen, consequently facilitating the dissociation. 
Nickel catalyses the electron density transfer from the σ3 into the π* anti-bonding orbital by 
splitting the transfer energy into three steps as shown in Figure 2.3.1. These steps include 
the orbital interactions a) to c) illustrated in Figure 2.3.3:  
 
Figure 2.3.2: Molecule orbital diagram of carbon monoxide (31). All bonding orbitals are filled. The 
lowest unoccupied molecule orbital is anti-bonding (highlighted). The shape of the orbitals is shown next 
to the diagram. Electrons can only be transferred from the carbon monoxide molecule to a metal atom if 
the energy level and the orbital geometry match. 
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a) The σ3 molecule orbital of carbon monoxide can coordinate to a nickel atom orbital along 
the same axis. This is a π-orbital of nickel, which is empty and therefore accepts electron 
density from the carbon monoxide molecule. The total electron density of the nickel atom is 
now too high. Due to the extra electron density, the nickel atom has theoretically reached an 
anionic load, which is not preferred.  
b) For compensation, electron density is transferred from a filled d-orbital of the nickel atom 
orbitals into the anti-bonding π* molecule orbital of carbon monoxide. This is possible due 
to a good match between the geometry and energetic level of both orbitals, which allows an 
overlap and electron exchange.  
c) The electron density in the anti-bonding orbital of carbon monoxide causes the weakening 
of the bond between carbon and oxygen. The activation energy of the molecule dissociation 
process is lowered. Oxygen bonds to another metal atom of the alloy surface and the C-O-
bond breaks.  
The reaction between nickel and carbon monoxide is characterized by the electron density 
acceptor-donator relation. Therefore, this reaction is also called a push-pull reaction. 
 
Figure 2.3.3:  Electron density transfer processes between nickel, iron or cobalt and carbon monoxide. a) 
Electron density is transferred from the carbon monoxide molecule into an empty orbital at the metal atom. 
b) The electron density excess at the metal atom is transferred back to the carbon monoxide molecule from 
a filled d-orbital into an empty anti-bonding π*molecule orbital of the carbon monoxide. c) Due to a filled 
anti-bonding molecule orbital the bond between carbon and oxygen is weakened. 
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The catalytic effect is stronger if the carbon atom can interact with more than one metal 
centre. Infrared spectroscopy measurements have shown that the bond length of CO 
elongates with the number of metal atoms connected (32, 33). 
 
The understanding of this catalytic reaction provides the possibility of a selective inhibition 
of the process. The understanding of the carbon monoxide as well as the methane 
dissociation was significantly increased by the simulation of the processes via DFT 
techniques in numerous publications by Jens Norskøv (26, 27, 34). In this thesis the reaction 
is assumed to be inhibited at the initial electron density transfer step from the carbon 
monoxide molecule to the metal (Figure 2.3.4).  
One way to implement this inhibition is to cover the metal surface with an element that 
does not provide an electron density transfer. Nishiyama et al. has identified various 
elements with this property e.g. platinum, copper or silver (35). In this work the focus is set 
on tin which has a better price and availability compared to the precious metals but should 
have in theory the same effect against metal dusting.  Figure 2.3.4 visualizes the effect of tin, 
which has a filled atom orbital that cannot accept electron density from carbon monoxide. 
The catalytical activation of the carbon monoxide is inhibited. In chapter 2.7 the new 
approach is described in more detail. 
  
 
Figure 2.3.4: Inhibited electron density transfer (Figure 2.3.3a) from the carbon monoxide molecule to tin. 
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2.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE M-C BOND FOR M = Fe, Co, Ni IN THE FAMILY OF 
TRANSITION METALS  
 
Energetically the heat of adsorption for carbon monoxide on iron, cobalt and nickel is rather 
low compared to the other transition metals of the 3d row in the periodic table of elements 
(30). Also, the heat of formation of their carbides is rather low compared to the others. 
However, regarding the metal dusting mechanism the metal-carbon bond must not be very 
stable otherwise continuous diffusion through the matrix is not possible. Chromium, 
titanium or vanadium promote the dissociation of carbon monoxide much more than iron or 
nickel. However, after carbon monoxide dissociation chromium, titanium or vanadium form 
stable carbides and are not able to cause further adsorption/dissociation – reactions (Figure 
2.4.1). Therefore these elements can be regarded as catalytically inactive. 
The heat of formation of the metal-carbon bond for iron, nickel and cobalt is low enough to 
continuously form and break in the temperature range of metal dusting (Figure 2.4.1). 
Carbon is able to diffuse through the metal matrix and cementite releasing the catalytically 
active centres on the surface for further adsorption/dissociation – reactions. This property of 
iron, nickel and cobalt is the main reason for their catalytic activity and for their 
susceptibility to metal dusting. 
Another aspect is the high availability of vacancies for carbon in the cementite crystal 
 
Figure 2.4.1: Heats of adsorption of carbon monoxide on transition metal surfaces as a function of the heats of 
formation of the transition metal carbides (MC) (per metal atom) (30). This plot shows that iron, nickel and 
cobalt form no stable carbides (ΔHf ~ 0) but the adsorption of carbon monoxide is energetically favoured 
(ΔHads > 0). Consequently the carbon atom can diffuse easily after the carbon monoxide dissociation. 
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structure. Only one sixth of the vacancies are occupied in stable cementite (17). Any further 
carbon load leads to supersaturation. This property also allows a high diffusion rate through 
cementite particles. 
In summary, only iron, nickel and cobalt fulfil the chemical requirements to conduct the 
metal dusting process. 
2.5 EPITAXIAL EFFECTS ON THE FORMATION OF COKE 
 
In the previous two chapters the reasons for the catalytic activation of the dissociation of 
carbon monoxide on transition metal surfaces (chapter 2.3) and the fast diffusion of carbon 
into the metal matrix of iron, nickel and cobalt were discussed (chapter 2.4). However, it is 
still unclear why the internal precipitation of graphite in the metal matrix occurs. This 
process needs a high energy input to build up a pressure large enough to destroy the alloy 
integrity. The graphite precipitation occurs at grain boundaries and defects in the alloys. 
Natesan et al. proposed a mechanism which suggests the transformation from amorphous to 
crystalline coke to be the energy source and driving force for graphite precipitation in the 
alloy matrix (17). Graphite is the thermodynamically most stable modification of carbon and 
results in a highly negative free enthalpy. Uncatalysed, this modification change does not 
Figure 2.5.1: Diffusion model of carbon through a cementite matrix resulting in epitaxial graphite growth. 
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occur spontaneously in the gas phase and needs high temperature (>2000°C) and pressure 
(36). However, Natesan et al. found well-ordered graphite with an increase of crystallinity 
from the surface into the metal matrix at 593°C and 704°C under metal dusting conditions. 
The reason for this effect is the ordering of carbon atoms during their diffusion through 
cementite (Figure 2.5.1). Supersaturated cementite acts as a template for the graphite 
planes. The b-axis of the cementite crystal structure (b=6.743Å) matches the plane distance 
of graphite (d=6.724 Å) (17). This relation between both crystal structures leads to epitaxial 
graphite nucleation and growth in the metal matrix and the energy gain by the modification 
change from amorphous coke to graphite. Actually it is the same mechanism occurring in 
grey cast with carbon contents higher 2%. Also in this case, carbon crystallizes in the form of 
lamellar or spherical graphite. 
 A similar crystallographic relation was also found for nickel. Nickel does not form nickel 
carbide under metal dusting conditions, only defects and grain boundaries are available for 
the nucleation of graphite. The crystallographic relation between nickel and graphite can be 
found directly on the surface. Figure 2.5.2 demonstrates epitaxial graphite nucleation on a 
Ni(111) surface (37).   
A more complex situation was found for austenitic alloys. Young et al. found a mechanism 
change between “iron” and “nickel dusting” in the range of 10 to 20wt% nickel in iron. In this 
range the formation of cementite stopped and the only mechanism found was “nickel 
dusting” (19). 
 
 
Figure 2.5.2: Correlation between lattice parameters of graphite and nickel schematically shown on a Ni(111) 
surface. The carbon atoms of a graphite layer can arrange in the threefold gaps of a nickel surface. This is a 
template or epitaxial effect (1). 
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2.6 EFFECT OF OXIDE SCALES ON THE METAL DUSTING PROCESS 
 
Low alloy steels are not able to form protective oxide scales and the material loss due to 
metal dusting is uniform all over the surface. Steels with a medium chromium content (10 to 
25 wt%) show pitting corrosion at oxide scale defects (5, 9, 12, 13, 38-47). The incubation 
time increases with increasing chromium content. Continuous consumption of the oxide 
forming elements leads to the formation of a chromium depletion zone underneath the 
oxide scale. The depletion zone is highly susceptible to metal dusting attack. Carbon can 
access this zone through oxide scale defects and causes further scale spallation due to 
diffusion underneath the surrounding oxide scale. The initial defects are caused by erosion, 
thermal cycling or carbon which was initially incorporated during oxide scale formation (15).  
Alloys with a chromium content greater than 25 wt% show reasonable incubation times but 
recent investigations suggest a combined minimum amount of chromium plus aluminium of 
at least 33wt% (48-51). A combined alumina and chromia scale showed best results under 
metal dusting conditions so far. Long incubation times have the disadvantage that it is 
Figure 2.6.1: Steps of the metal dusting corrosion of high alloy steels. 1) As long as the alloy is separated from 
the atmosphere by an oxide layer no metal dusting occurs. 2) Small cracks in the coating caused by thermal 
cycling, erosion etc. establish an access of the atmosphere to the bulk material. Usually, a chromium depleted 
zone is situated underneath the oxide scale due to the consumption during the oxidation process. Carbon 
diffuses into the matrix and forms carbides along the diffusion paths of chromium. This chromium is entrapped 
and is no longer available to diffuse to the surface anymore. 3) Graphite and coke start to precipitate in the 
chromium depleted zone and cause stresses. 4) The adhesion between the oxide scale and the bulk alloy fails 
and remaining particles are squeezed outwards with the increasing amount of coke (1). 
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almost impossible to estimate lifetime. The corrosion rate of metal dusting is so high that 
the corrosion time until breakdown can be neglected compared to the incubation time.  
The formation of a metal dusting pit is shown schematically in Figure 2.6.1.  
Chromium, aluminium and silicon are the only elements practically used as oxide formers in 
the form of alloy components or coatings (52-54). According to the Ellingham diagram (55) 
only few elements are able to form oxides under typical reducing metal dusting conditions. 
Pre-oxidation of alloys can have two detrimental factors; the depleted zone underneath the 
oxide could become very thick and if the conditions are not chosen well, the wrong oxide 
could form on the surface, providing no protection, e.g. spinels.  
State of the art is the aluminizing of alloys (53, 54, 56). This technique supplies a significantly 
higher aluminium content in the surface region than any bulk alloy contains (max. 5 wt%).  
In contrast to the approach of alloy protection by the formation of a dense oxide scale as a 
barrier, an intermetallic phase is used in the present work.  
2.7 THE INTERMETALLIC Ni-Sn-PHASE AS A NEW CONCEPT 
 
The strategy followed in this thesis is the formation of an inert intermetallic phase on top of 
the alloy. It shall supress coking and be inert against metal dusting and inhibit the reactivity 
of metal dusting susceptible elements. The intermetallic phase shall be stable during 
exposure to metal dusting atmospheres without any phase transitions or chemical reaction 
that would lead to a change of the coefficient of thermal expansion or other stress inducing 
mechanisms.  
The major advantage of this approach is the protection of alloys against metal dusting 
without the risk of an oxide scale failure which exposes a (Cr, Al, Si)-depleted zone 
underneath that is highly susceptible to metal dusting.  
As discussed in the previous chapters the metal dusting mechanism is caused by two aspects 
of the iron/nickel alloy matrices: a catalytical activation (chapter 2.3) and an epitaxial 
nucleation step (chapter 2.5). Both aspects shall be altered on the surface. 
In the past couple of years, very few approaches of directly altering the catalysis of coking 
and metal dusting in the fields of catalysts (57-59) and alloying (60), (61-65) were published.  
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One work was published for the improvement of steam reforming catalysts (57, 58). These 
catalysts contain nickel on the surface as the active species and suffer reactivity losses due 
to coke formation. Tin-rich nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of these catalysts to 
significantly reduce coke precipitation and density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 
performed to underline the effect of tin increasing the activation energy of the C-C bond 
formation.  
In the thesis of Ul-Haque (59), a variety of main group elements from the groups IV and V 
have been investigated on steam reforming catalysts. Most of these elements are toxic and 
not applicable for coatings e.g. arsenic, antimony, lead and bismuth but also tin was included 
and showed good resistance against coking. 
Two elements were investigated as alloying elements: copper and germanium. 10 wt% 
germanium was added to iron by arc melting (63). The exposure under metal dusting 
conditions showed no beneficial effect and the metal dusting rate even accelerated. 
However, the mechanism significantly changed. No cementite was formed during the metal 
dusting process and the attack appeared similar to that of nickel.  
The effect of copper was investigated via first principle calculations (29) and in the form of 
nickel-copper alloys (62, 64). Copper is 100% soluble in nickel. The effect against coking and 
metal dusting was already significant with a copper content of 2.5 wt%.  In a follow-up 
publication the effect was investigated for Ni-Cr-Cu alloys and these showed carbide 
 
Figure 2.7.1: (left) Predominance diagram of nickel-tin phases vs. oxygen partial pressure calculated with the 
HSC 5.1 software package (66). The red line represents the oxygen partial pressure in the metal dusting 
atmosphere used for this thesis. (right) Binary phase diagram of nickel and tin revealing high temperature 
phases with a maximum melting point of 1264°C for the Ni3Sn2 phase (67). 
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formation several hundred micrometers deep into the alloys under carburizing conditions 
(62). Consequently, the addition of copper stopped the catalytic activity of nickel causing the 
coke and metal dusting processes but does not influence carbon diffusion into the alloy. 
Going to more complex conventional alloys the solubility of copper is significantly reduced 
and copper rich phases segregate at grain boundaries causing damage even though coking 
and metal dusting is supressed (68). The segregation of several elements including copper 
and tin in the form of alloy impurities (few ppm) in austenitic steels and their influence on 
the behavior under carburizing conditions was also investigated (69) revealing a benefit 
against carburization. A compromise between using the conventional oxide barrier concept 
(chapter 2.6) and the beneficial effect of copper is used for alloy 696 which has a copper 
content of 2 wt% (29, 70).   
The use of the beneficial effect of tin in the form of a coating on conventional materials is 
new and only one other research group at Haldor Topsøe does research in this field. They 
started to publish results simultaneously with this work in 2009 (71) in the form of a DFT 
study about the functionality of a Ni3Sn scale against the formation of coke, concerning 
adsorption and surface diffusion mechanisms. In 2011 the same research group published a 
paper about the coating performance of nickel-tin on alloy 600 during an aging process in 
wet Arcal 10 gas (72).  
As already described in chapter 2.3 the catalytical carbon monoxide dissociation on alloy 
surfaces shall be inhibited by the formation of a nickel-tin coating. Pure tin is inert to carbon 
 
Figure 2.7.2: Comparison between the epitaxial effect of nickel for graphite nucleation and the distribution of 
carbon on a nickel-tin surface. The crystal lattice is totally changed. Even in low concentrations tin has a high 
influence on the graphite nucleation due to its large atom size which deforms the crystal lattice of nickel. 
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but causes liquid phase embrittlement in steels. Therefore it is only used in the form of high 
temperature stable intermetallic phases with nickel. The highest melting point was found for 
the Ni3Sn2 phase being 1264°C (see phase diagram in Figure 2.7.1), which covers the whole 
metal dusting temperature range (67). In the presence of a nickel containing alloy no liquid 
phase embrittlement by tin was found due to the high stability of nickel-tin phases (see 
diffusion effects illustrated in Figure 3.4.3.5).  
At a temperature of 650°C the Ni3Sn2 phase is stable for oxygen partial pressures lower than 
10-17bar (see predominance diagram in Figure 2.7.1). The red line in the predominance 
diagram in Figure 2.7.1 highlights the oxygen partial pressure used in this thesis. According 
to the calculation, no oxidation of the intermetallic phase is expected to occur under these 
conditions. 
Additionally to the electronic influence of tin on the carbon monoxide dissociation step, a 
steric impact has also to be discussed. Due to the large atomic size of tin, its incorporation 
into nickel has a lattice deformation effect, destroying the epitaxial relationship between 
nickel and carbon as described in chapter 2.5. With the formation of an intermetallic phase, 
the crystal structure changes from cubic to hexagonal. The interference with the epitaxial 
nucleation of graphite is schematically shown in Figure 2.7.2.  
In this thesis, these theoretical concepts shall be investigated on several conventional alloys. 
Despite the criteria of stability against the carburizing atmosphere, the stability concerning 
interdiffusion mechanisms is focussed upon.  
Most interesting is the behaviour of the nickel-tin coating on low alloy steel, e.g. P11 
(chapter 3.3) and high alloy steels such as alloy 800 (chapter 3.4). Both kinds show no 
stability under metal dusting conditions at all but are widely used in the chemical industry. 
Making these alloys accessible for the use under carburizing conditions would improve the 
cost effectiveness significantly. Furthermore, tin has a good availability and is not poisonous. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 
 
3.1 ALLOY COMPOSITIONS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION 
 
A wide range of alloys was used to investigate the influence of the substrate on the new 
coating concept including pure nickel, low and high alloy steels and a nickel base alloy. In 
table 3.1.1 the compositions of all used materials is listed. The samples were prepared as 
coupons with the dimensions of 15 x 10 x 2 mm³. The samples were ground successively 
with 120, 180, 220, 360, 500, 800 and 1200 grit SiC-paper and carefully cleaned with ethanol 
and acetone in an ultrasonic bath. Low alloy steel coupons were prepared shortly before the 
coating procedure due to the possibility of rapid oxidation, which could affect the coating. 
3.2 COATING TECHNIQUES 
 
3.2.1 SPUTTER COATING 
 
The sputter coating technique was used as an initial test of the nickel-tin concept. This 
method is applicable for screening tests on laboratory scale but not for industrial 
Table 3.1.1: Alloy compositions 
  elements wt % 
alloy Fe Ni Cr C Si Al Ti Mn Mo Cu S V Nb 
Alloy 800 Bal. 34 22 0.08 0.5 0.35 0.3 - - - - - - 
P11 Bal. 0.030 0.860 0.150 0.210 0.01 - 0.58 0.450 0.06 0.023 - - 
Alloy 600 
6.0-
10.0 
Bal. 14-17 0.15 0.5 - 
max
0.3 
1   0.5 0.015 - - 
P91 Bal. <0.40 
8.0-
9.5 
0.08-
0.12 
0.20-
0.50 
max 
0.04 
- 
0.30-
0.60 
0.85-
1.05 
- 0.01 0.2 0.08 
AISI 321 Bal. 
9.00 - 
12.00 
17.00 
- 
19.00 
max 
0.08 
max 
1.00 
- 
5 x 
%C 
max 
2.00 
- - 
max 
0.030 
- - 
Alloy 690 8.7 Bal. 28 0.02 0.15 - - 0.2 - 0.01 - - - 
Nickel - 100 - - - - - - - - - - - 
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applications. The method as well as the results for tin on alloy 800 are summarized in this 
section and not discussed any further in the results and discussion chapter.  
Sputtering is a physical vapour deposition (PVD) process. Argon plasma ions are accelerated 
towards a sputter target made of the material that is to be deposited (tin in this case) and 
collide, releasing target atoms into the gas phase. These atoms fall onto the substrate 
located underneath. Due to the lack of thermal or mechanical activation the adherence of 
sputter coatings is often poor.  
In Figure 3.2.1.1 the sputter equipment of the DECHEMA-Forschungsinstitut is shown 
together with a tin coating on an alloy 800 coupon. The sample is embedded and it is clearly 
visible that due to the embedding procedure detachment of the tin from the surface had 
occurred - a dark gap was seen. A thermal treatment after the coating procedure is 
therefore necessary. 
Before the coating process the coupon samples were etched by argon ion sputtering in the 
lock chamber (also known as ‘ion milling’). This is necessary to remove all adhering dust and 
water molecules that could later cause damage underneath the coating or evaporate during 
the sputter process in the sputter chamber. The etching process was performed with 30 W 
Figure 3.2.1.1: Sputter equipment and metallographic cross-section of an alloy 800 sample sputtered with tin. 
During metallographic preparation, embedding and grinding material was found underneath the precipitated 
tin. No chemical reaction or diffusion has taken place and adherence is poor. 
  
table 3.2.1.1: sputter parameters 
element method 
gas (Ar) flow 
(sccm) 
pressure during the 
coating process (mbar) 
power (W) time (h) 
Sn DC 10 4.4x10
-3
 100 0.25 
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for 15 minutes. Afterwards the samples were moved into the sputter chamber and 
positioned in the middle under the four cathodes. Only one cathode was used for the 
deposition of tin, the others were not in use.  
For the coating process the DC method was used, which is applicable for conducting 
materials. The DC acceleration voltage for this method is between 500 to 1000 V, 
accelerating low-pressure argon plasma to the target material. The sputter parameters for 
the tin deposition are listed in table 3.2.1.1. The tin target material was delivered by Kurt J. 
Lesker (99,998%). After 15 minutes sputtering the tin layer is between 2-10 m. The 
deposition is irregular (Figure 3.2.1.1), differing in homogeneity and thickness depending on 
the position underneath the cathode.     
To induce a diffusion process between sputter coating and substrate a heat treatment was 
performed. The heat treatment after the sputter process was performed in a tube furnace in 
Ar/5vol%H2 for 8hrs at 230°C. The temperature was chosen 2°C below the melting 
temperature of tin. Afterwards the samples were exposed to metal dusting conditions. As a 
result, the Ni3Sn2 particles (Figure 3.2.1.2) found on the surface were unaffected by metal 
dusting.  
After this initial test of the nickel-tin coating concept, the sputter technique was no longer 
applied. The focus was set on the powder pack cementation process which has a higher 
relevance for industrial applications. 
Figure 3.2.1.2: SEM image of an alloy 800 sample coated by tin sputtering after annealing for 8 hrs at 230°C and 
exposed under metal dusting conditions at 650°C for 100 hrs. Already after the thermal treatment at 230°C tin 
droplets have accumulated on the surface. During the exposure nickel diffused into the tin droplets and 
initiated the Ni3Sn2 phase formation which remained stable and unattacked under metal dusting conditions 
during this initial test. 
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3.2.2 POWDER-PACK CEMENTATION 
 
The powder pack cementation process is a form of chemical vapor deposition. The metal 
species that is to be deposited on the alloy coupons is supplied as powder surrounded by 
inert filler particles (Al2O3 powder  90 wt% of total powder pack mixture). The following 
powder qualities were used: Al2O3-powder (98% Riedel-de Haёn), Sn-powder (99.8% 
ACROS), NH4Cl (>99% Fluka) and Ti (99.9% Alfa-Aesar).  
The basic principle is the transport of an element to the sample surface through the gas 
phase and diffusion at elevated temperature (73). To produce a volatile metal species, an 
activator (ammonium chloride) has to be added. In this case tin or titanium reacts with 
chloride supplied by the thermal decomposition of ammonium chloride. The volatile metal 
chlorides diffuse through the inert filler towards the substrate surface and decompose. The 
deposited metal diffuses into the alloy matrix; therefore diffusion coatings normally show 
good adherence properties. This also gives an advantage regarding the combination of 
precipitation and thermal treatment in one step.  
All powder pack processes were conducted in an argon-hydrogen atmosphere (Ar/5% H2). 
The hydrogen acts as an oxygen getter in the atmosphere. Before the coating process the 
furnace is purged several times with argon and argon-hydrogen. Also a drying-process is 
 
Figure 3.2.2.1: a) Image of a coupon sample in an alumina crucible filled with the powder pack mixture (in-
pack). b) General mechanism of a CVD deposition process - substances used in this work listed in box c). d) 
SEM-BSE image of an in-pack coated Ni-Sn surface with alumina residuals. e) Sketch of the out-of-pack setup.  
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performed before the actual coating step, with inert gas streaming over the sample surface 
for at least ten hours at 200°C to remove any humidity in the furnace which could cause 
undesirable oxidation during the powder pack process.  
In Figure 3.2.2.1 two different powder pack procedures are shown. The first method 
illustrated by image a), is the embedding of the sample directly into the powder mixture (in-
pack). The second method (out-of-pack) is conducted without direct contact of the powder 
mixture with the substrate. For this method the powder mixture is underneath the samples, 
which hang in the upper part of the crucible (image 3.2.2.1e). Both processes have 
advantages and disadvantages. During the in-pack process particles of the inert filler can be 
incorporated into the surface and can cause coating defects. Figure 3.2.2.1 d) shows such 
particles on the surface that appear dark in the backscattered mode SEM image. On the 
other hand, the in-pack coating process is ideal for achieving high diffusion rates of the 
coating element. Out-of-pack powder pack processes usually show slower diffusion of the 
coating element due to limited metal halide activities in the gas phase close to the sample. 
The activity of the halide species at the sample surface depends amongst others on the 
distance between powder and sample. On the other hand outwards diffusion from the 
matrix occurs and therefore ‘low activity’ coatings are more common for out-of-pack 
processes. Terms such as “low” and “high activity” coatings are frequently used to describe 
aluminizing processes. Thus, the formation processes of nickel-tin and that of nickel 
 
Figure 3.2.2.2: Influence of varying temperature and duration of the coating process on the coating 
composition: substrate alloy 800, coating at a) 650°C/1h; b) 650°C/6hrs; c) 800°C/6hrs. A) intermetallic Ni-Sn 
phase B) interdiffusion zone. The samples were coated out-of-pack. An interlayer had developed in the middle 
of the intermetallic scale in case b) and c). 
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aluminide coatings are quite similar, a comparing chapter of the coating structures is added 
(chapter 3.2.3). 
During the out-of-pack process elements from the substrate can form diffusion barriers, 
decreasing the homogeneity of the coating as illustrated in the linescans in Figure 3.2.2.2. In 
the middle of the intermetallic coating A) in cases b) and c) an iron and chromium rich 
interlayer formed due to outwards diffusion of these elements during the out-of-pack 
process. The pack process in case a) was performed for only one hour and therefore only 
limited outwards diffusion took place. The linescans in Figure 3.2.2.2 are part of a parameter 
study in this work to find the best time, temperature and powder composition. The linescan 
Figure 3.2.2.2c) shows the chemical ratio of the preferred Ni3Sn2 phase in the intermetallic 
coating. The used parameters are listed in table 3.2.2.1.  
For long term exposure tests a pure nickel-tin coating was applied to the samples using a 
combination of electrochemical nickel plating and powder pack cementation with tin 
afterwards. This additional step was used to achieve identical pre-exposure conditions for 
each alloy. 
3.2.3 COMPARISON OF THE Ni-Sn PHASE FORMATION WITH THE HIGH-ACTIVITY 
ALUMINIZING PROCESS   
 
The formation of the Ni3Sn2 phase via powder pack cementation is quite similar to the high 
activity aluminizing processes reported in the literature (74) disregarding the temperatures 
for this processes. During the “high activity” coating process Ni2Al3 forms as the top phase 
which transforms to a “low activity” NiAl coating during a diffusion annealing treatment. The 
same process can be observed for nickel-tin while the exposure time can be regarded as a 
Table 3.2.2.1: Powder pack cementation parameters 
element method temperature conditions time (hrs) 
tin 
powder pack 
cementation 
800°C 
powder mixture: 93wt% Al2O3; 6wt% Sn, 
1wt% NH4Cl 
atmosphere: Ar/5%H2 
6 
tin & 
titanium 
powder pack 
cementation 
800°C 
powder mixture: 90wt% Al2O3; 6wt% Sn, 
3wt% Ti, 1wt% NH4Cl 
atmosphere: Ar/5%H2 
6 
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diffusion annealing treatment. The “high activity” Ni3Sn2 phase can transform to the low 
activity Ni3Sn phase. The annealing step is determined by the diffusion of nickel into the 
coating due to its higher diffusion rate, which can be assumed by the use of the empiric 
Cu3Au rule (75). The rule was confirmed for Ni3Ge, Ni3Ga and Ni3Al and in the case of Ni3Sn it 
follows: 
DNi > DSn or DNi >> DSn 
Regarding this rule three layers shall be distinguished in the coating: The first is the outer 
“high activity” layer which forms primarily contains the highest amount of tin and 
precipitates consisting of alloy compounds which are not soluble in the intermetallic phase. 
During the heat treatment or in this case the high temperature exposure the inner “low 
activity” coating (Ni3Sn) forms by outwards diffusion of nickel into the tin rich coating. This 
layer is free of precipitates and causes a depletion of nickel in the alloy close to the 
coating/substrate interface, forming an interdiffusion zone. This may not have an influence 
on pure nickel but for more complex alloys. The decreasing nickel content at the interface 
changes the grain structure and phase composition in this region.  
Due to these experiences from aluminizing processes, the Ni-Sn coatings in this work were 
analysed in terms of the influence of alloy precipitates on the high activity coating species 
Ni3Sn2, composition of the interdiffusion zone, as well as in terms of stresses occurring due 
to the formation of Ni3Sn. 
 
3.2.4 COMBINED ELECTROCHEMICAL AND POWDER-PACK CEMENTATION COATING 
 
For a good comparison of the different alloys during exposure under metal dusting 
conditions the as-coated intermetallic layer has to be uniform for every alloy. As described in 
the previous chapter, during the powder pack diffusion process alloy components have been 
shown to diffuse into the intermetallic layer, so the chemical composition differs from alloy 
to alloy. Thus, an initial nickel plating step was added to the coating procedure to provide 
nickel as the only outwards diffusing element.   
The electrochemical nickel plating was performed with 100mA current at room temperature 
in an electrolyte solution consisting of 0.8M nickel sulfamate, 0.5M boric acid and 0.24M 
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nickel chloride for 2, 3 and 4hrs, respectively. The layer thickness of nickel was optimized for 
an in-pack powder pack cementation of tin at 800° on the low alloy steel P11. This steel 
contains no additional nickel which could diffuse into the coating but did contain iron 
instead. If the amount of nickel is not sufficient to form the Ni3Sn2-layer, iron from the steel 
diffuses outwards into the coating. Only nickel plating for four hours supplied sufficient 
nickel for the formation of a homogeneous Ni3Sn2 intermetallic coating without iron in the 
layer after the powder pack diffusion process.  
These results are also described in detail in chapter 3.3. After determination of the 
parameters, all samples chosen for long term exposure (3000 hrs) were coated by this two-
step method, except the pure nickel samples. The two steps are once again summarized in 
Table 3.2.4.1.  
The use of electrochemical nickel deposition inhibits the risk of the precipitation of elements 
such as sulphur or boron from the electrolytic solution on the alloy surface which leads to 
coating defects. A quality inspection of the coating is necessary for this technique as well as 
careful cleaning with isopropanol and acetone after the coating process. 
 
3.3 THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT OF Ni3Sn2 
 
For the dilatometric measurement samples consisting of pure elemental metal powders 
were pressed and reaction sintered. The atomic ratio was chosen as 3:2 for nickel-tin which 
matches the Ni3Sn2 composition. The sintering process was performed in argon for 24 hrs at 
800°C.   
Table 3.2.4.1: Coating procedure parameters 
step element method temperature conditions time (hrs) 
1 nickel electroplating room temperature 
electrolyte solution 0.8M 
Ni(NH2SO3)2; 0.24M NiCl2; 0.5M 
H3BO3 
4 
2 tin 
powder pack 
cementation 
800°C 
powder mixture: 93wt% Al2O3; 
6wt% Sn, 1wt% NH4Cl 
atmosphere: Ar/5%H2 
6 
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The dilatometric measurement was conducted in a LINSEIS L75-1550 dilatometer in argon 
with a heating rate of 5 K/min. The resulting technical thermal expansion coefficients are 
plotted versus temperature in Figure 3.3.1. The technical thermal expansion coefficient α 
(CTE) is defined as: 
  (eq.1) 
L0 and Lk are the lengths of the sample at the start of the measurement at temperature T0 
and during the measurement at temperature Tk. From room temperature to 800°C the CTE 
of the sample is in the range of 14 to 15.5 x 10-6/K and decreased rapidly at higher 
temperature. After the measurement the sample was deformed. A surface analysis via SEM-
EDX revealed some areas on the surface with a tin content of 44 at% indicating the 
formation of Ni3Sn4. This phase has a melting point of 794.5°C. Therefore, the deformation 
of the sample was caused by partial melting. The major part of the sample, however, 
consisted of Ni3Sn2. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.1: Resulting dilatometric curve of the sintered nickel-tin sample. The values are in the range of 14 to 
15.5 x 10
-6
/K. These values are in the range of conventional high alloy steels. At 801°C the sample showed 
deformation. An SEM-EDX analysis of the surface measured a nickel-tin ratio with about 44 at% tin indicating a 
certain amount of Ni3Sn4 in the sample which melts at temperatures higher than 794.5°C.  
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Along the ordinate in Figure 3.3.1 the CTE ranges of conventional low and high alloy steels 
are marked. The measured values for Ni3Sn2 match those of high alloy steels better than 
those of low alloy steels.  
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3.4 EXPOSURE SETUPS  
 
3.4.1 METAL DUSTING - ISOTHERMAL EXPOSURE SETUP 
 
The metal dusting exposure testing was conducted in a three zone tube furnace of the type 
Carbolite TZF-12/100/900/E301 (Figure 3.4.1.1). The quartz tube is positioned horizontally. 
The furnace was calibrated for 620°C and 650°C and a constant temperature zone of 24 cm 
was available. The specimens were separated during the exposure by the positioning of each 
sample in separate Al2O3 crucibles or small quartz tubes.  
Freestanding crucibles did not provide total isolation of the samples from each other. If a 
sample fails, the crucible fills very quickly with coke that could reach other crucibles (Figure 
3.4.1.1). The pressures generated by the coke growth are high. In two cases, the cylindrical 
crucible was cracked by the coke formation after 600 hrs of exposure even though the 
crucible was open on top. The coke in these crucibles had a metallic shine and was very 
dense. Therefore, the exposure tests were conducted for no longer than 500 hrs per run.  
The exposures were conducted at ambient pressure and the total gas volume of the furnace 
was exchanged every 100 min by a constant gas feed. The gas used for the exposure tests 
consists of 74 vol% hydrogen, 24 vol% carbon monoxide and 2 vol% steam. The steam was 
supplied by conveying the gas through a Nafion membrane (type Perma Pure MH-110-12F-4) 
with a continuous flow of water at 17°C on the outside. The active length of the membrane 
is 305 mm with an inner diameter of 2.7 mm.  
 
Figure 3.4.1.1: Furnace for isothermal exposure tests. Al2O3 crucibles with samples after exposure tests. The 
image on the right shows a high amount of coke on samples after only 100 hrs of exposure. 
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Before the start of the exposure, the furnace was purged with argon for at least 24hrs at 
room temperature and additionally at least 6hrs at 200°C to remove humidity from the 
furnace. Afterwards the gas was switched to the mentioned composition and the 
temperature was raised to 620°C with a heating rate of 10 K/min.  
 
3.4.2 OXIDATION SETUPS INCLUDING THERMOGRAVIMETRY 
 
The Ni3Sn2 coating was also tested under oxidizing conditions for up to 140 hrs. The result is 
important for industrial applications concerning coating stability during start up procedures 
or atmosphere changes in plants. The atmosphere used was synthetic air (80 vol% N2 and 20 
vol% O2). For the investigation of the oxidation behaviour TGA measurements were 
conducted with a Sartorius M25D-V TGA. In Figure 3.4.2.1 the equipment is shown as well as 
the schematics of the setup and the measurement procedure. The sample hung on a quartz 
hook. The balance was tared overnight with a constant gas flow on both sides, the furnace 
and the counter weight side. The heating process was also conducted in argon. The heating 
process caused the first mass increase signal. After the heating process and after steady 
 
Figure 3.4.2.1: TGA equipment image and schematic diagram of the experimental procedure.  
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state conditions were reached (no further weight increase due to heating), the atmosphere 
was switched to synthetic air and the measurement was started. At the end of the 
measurement the atmosphere was again switched to argon at constant temperature. Due to 
the change of the gas species a density change also occurs causing a mass change signal 
which has to be identified and deducted from the overall values. After the balance again 
reached steady state the cooling was started.  
3.5 ANALYTICAL EXAMINATIONS 
 
All samples were examined, photographed and weighed before and after the coating or 
exposure processes, as well as after each term of exposure of the long term exposure tests. 
Further analysis methods used were SEM-EDX and XRD. For a detailed investigation of the 
samples cross-sections were prepared. Before embedding in epoxy resin the surface was 
wrapped in nickel foil to protect it against the pressure during the embedding procedure. 
After embedding, the samples were cut along the length axis of the coupons and polished. 
Most images from the metallographic cross-sections were made with bright field microscopy 
and polarized light microscopy. Polarized light is very useful to visualize the grain structure of 
nickel-tin phases (the optical axis of the polarizer and analyser are 90 degrees to each other). 
Ni3Sn2 and Ni3Sn crystallize in the hexagonal P63/mmc space group (76). Non-cubic crystal 
structures appear coloured in polarized light (Figure 3.5.1).  
 
Figure 3.5.1: Metallographic cross-section of an AISI 321 sample coated with Ni3Sn2 photographed with 
polarized light. The grain structure of the coating is clearly visible. 
 
The interdiffusion zone underneath the coating is very fine structured. The particle sizes of 
different phases are often 2 μm in diameter or smaller. Therefore the metallographic cross-
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sections were treated with zinc selenite via physical vapour deposition (PVD). This technique 
colours the different phases in the interdiffusion zone. 
As a third method σ-phase was highlighted in the interdiffusion zone by electrochemical 
etching in a 10M NaOH bath (77).  
For the elemental analysis of the metallographic cross-sections electron probe microanalysis 
(EPMA - JEOL JXA – 8100) was used in the form of linescans and element maps of 
characteristic areas of the samples. The minimal spot size used was 1 μm which was the 
limitation for the resolution.  
Some of the sample surfaces were analysed via XRD (X-ray diffraction analysis; BRUKER D8 
ADVANCE) and SEM-EDX (scanning electron microscopy – energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy; Philips XL 40 – EDAX DX-4). Also the backscattered electron mode (BSE) was 
used with this equipment which distinguishes element contrast on the sample surface.  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 EXPOSURE RESULTS OF UNPROTECTED SAMPLES 
 
 
As already described in the introduction, metal dusting is accompanied with massive coke 
precipitation. The P11 sample in Figure 4.1.1 shows large coke fragments after 600 hrs 
isothermal exposure under metal dusting conditions. The red frames in the samples 
represent the side and edges of the sample. The shape of the coke fragments clearly 
indicates that coke growth occurred exclusively close to the sample surface and not on the 
coke fragment surface. Otherwise coke branches would have grown on the fragments.  
Figure 4.1.2: a) Coke filaments with alloy or cementite particles at their tips. The filament growth direction is 
determined by the epitaxial orientation of the crystallites. b) Schematic of the formation of coke fragments on 
low alloy steels as for the P11 sample shown in Figure 4.1.1. The carbon feed is only supplied by the 
dissociation reaction of carbon monoxide dissociation close to the sample surface. This determines the 
fragment growth direction. 
Figure 4.1.1. Amount of coke on an uncoated P11 sample after 600 hrs continuous exposure under metal 
dusting conditions. The sample with the dimensions 15x10x2mm can be seen in the middle of the coke in the 
upper left image (edges are highlighted with a red frame).  The other two images show coke fragments which 
have spalled off. The contact planes with the sample are also highlighted red and have exactly the size of the 
edges of the original sample 
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These observations imply two different mechanisms determining the growth direction of the 
coke. The first mechanism is the initial formation of filamentous coke which has been 
frequently described in the literature (34, 78). Carbon forms graphene layers on epitaxial 
sites of metal and/or cementite particles. A stack of graphene layers forms graphite.  The 
particles are transported on the tip of the graphite filament (Figure 4.1.2a) & Figure 4.1.3a)). 
The SEM image in Figure 4.1.3a) shows such filaments. They grow without predominant 
directions. 
However, large coke fragments show predominant directions according to the sample 
position (Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.3b)).  The edges of the fragments are quite smooth without 
branches. This behaviour compliments the theory, that the catalytically active metal 
particles lose their activity over time. The metal particle size decreases during the coke 
formation and eventually falls below a critical value to form stable graphene layers (27). 
Eventually, the coke formation reaction stops on the coke fragments. Consequently, the 
fragment growth occurs only close to the sample surface as shown schematically in Figure 
4.1.2b). 
The metal surface itself suffers pitting (Figure 4.1.4). These pits are the source of the 
catalytically active metal and/or cementite particles.  
The growth mechanism of filamentous coke is the same for low as well as high alloy steels 
but the incubation time differs. While on low alloy steels, coking and metal dusting starts 
immediately and all over the surface, the process is delayed for high alloy steels by 
formation of an  oxide scale which prevents more or less reliable the access of the 
Figure 4.1.3: a) SEM image of the initial coke formation on an oxide scale of high alloy steel P91. The 
filamentous carbon deposits all have a cementite or austenite particle at the tip.  b) Coke fragment which had 
spalled off from a P11 sample surface after 600 hrs continuous exposure under metal dusting conditions.   
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atmosphere to the metal. The pits occur much more localized on high alloy steel surfaces 
and depend on oxide scale defects. 
Every alloy in table 3.1.1 showed carbon deposition and initial pitting after 100 hrs of 
isothermal exposure under metal dusting conditions at 620°C. 
Figure 4.1.4: Microscopic image of a pit that has grown as a result of an oxide scale defect on alloy 800 after 
100 hrs of exposure. 
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4.2 FORMATION AND PERFORMANCE OF Ni-Sn-PHASES ON PURE NICKEL 
SAMPLES 
 
4.2.1 MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE Ni-Sn PHASE ON PURE NICKEL 
 
The Ni-Sn-phase on pure nickel was formed via powder-pack cementation at 800°C. In figure 
4.2.1.1 the evolution of the Ni-Sn layer is shown for three stages: right after the coating 
process, after 120 hrs and 620 hrs of exposure under metal dusting conditions at 620°C. The 
optical images of the metallographic cross-sections reveal two different phases in the 
coatings. Right after the powder pack cementation process the outer and thickest layer on 
the surface has the composition of the Ni3Sn2-phase according to the corresponding linescan 
shown underneath. At the point closest to the surface an almost perfect Ni3:Sn2 ratio has 
been established. In agreement with the Ni-Sn phase diagram no Ni3Sn4 was detected on the 
surface (Ni3Sn4 is not stable at 800°C). In figure 4.2.1.2 the surface morphology as well as the 
composition is shown. The morphology is similar to a quenched melt. As the Ni3Sn4 phase is 
 
Figure 4.2.1.1: Combination of metallographic cross-sections and linescans of Ni-Sn coated nickel samples after 
different times of exposure. Two different phases are visible – the Ni3Sn2-phase and a Ni3Sn phase close to the 
substrate. Underneath, the tin level drops under the detection limit. The linescan data around 0μm show the 
metallographic nickel foil from preparation as described in chapter 2.5. 
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not stable at 800°C the residual amorphous phase on the surface has to be a high tin 
containing phase with up to 20 at% dissolved nickel.  
Underneath the Ni3Sn2 scale a thin Ni3Sn layer had formed. Due to the vicinity of a high 
nickel reservoir the Ni3Sn-phase starts to develop in this area. 
 
Figure 4.2.1.3: Metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated sample before metal dusting exposure – 
polarized light microscopic image. The upper phase with coarse columnar grains is the Ni3Sn2-phase and the 
smaller equiaxed grains below belong to the Ni3Sn-phase. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.1.2 SEM image of an as-coated Ni-Sn surface on a nickel coupon. (powder-pack cementation at 
800°C). The corresponding EDX analysis of the surface complied with the binary phase diagram. 
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After 120 hrs exposure (H2 - 24% CO - 2% H2O/620°C) the ratio between the Ni3Sn2- and the 
Ni3Sn -phase had already changed significantly (Figure 4.2.1.1). Only a very thin scale of 
Ni3Sn2-phase is left while the diffusion of nickel into the intermetallic phase led to the 
growth of the Ni3Sn intermetallic scale. After 620 hrs exposure the Ni3Sn2 scale had vanished 
Figure 4.2.1.4: Optical microscope image of a Ni-Sn coated nickel coupon after 620 hrs exposure under metal 
dusting conditions (H2-24%CO-2%H2O). A constant nickel-tin ratio of 3:1 has been established. The Ni3Sn2-phase 
had vanished completely. Underneath the Ni3Sn phase the tin content drops below the detection limit. The 
corresponding part of the Ni-Sn binary phase diagram is highlighted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.1.5: Diffusion coefficients of nickel (open symbols) and tin (closed symbols) in different intermetallics as a 
function of temperature: A) Ni3Sn2 ; B) Ni3Sn ; C) Ni3Sn4 (79). 
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completely (Figure 4.2.1.4). The thickness of the intermetallic scale had increased during the 
exposure. 
Another way to observe the phase transformation from Ni3Sn2 to Ni3Sn is the use of 
polarized light microscopy. Due to the hexagonal crystal structure of both phases the grains 
are clearly visible (Figure 4.2.1.3). In the as-coated state the coating shows a coarse grain 
structure except at the substrate/coating interface, where transformation into the Ni3Sn 
phase commences. In this region and along grain boundaries some pores occur (Figure 
 
Figure 4.2.1.6: Mechanism of the KIRKENDALL-effect initiated by the rapid outward diffusion of nickel leaving 
vacancies behind that can condense to pores.  
 
 
Figure 4.2.1.7: Hardness profiles of the as-coated and 620 hrs exposed Ni-Sn coatings on pure nickel. The 
plotted values are average values.  
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4.2.1.3). These pores form due to the KIRKENDALL-effect caused by the slow inward diffusion 
of tin and the rapid outward diffusion of nickel (Figure 4.2.1.6).  
KIRKENDALL-pores appear due to the increase of micro-porosity resulting from the 
supersaturation of vacancies (81).  
The occurrence of pores within the coating result from differences between the diffusion 
rates of tin and nickel within the Ni3Sn- and the Ni3Sn2-phase (Figure 4.2.1.5) (79).  
Within the phase transformation a change of hardness and density takes place. The hardness 
of the tin rich Ni3Sn2 phase reaches values up to 1000 HV0.005 while the Ni3Sn phase, 
formed after 620 hrs of exposure under metal dusting conditions, has a hardness of about 
550 HV 0.005 (Figure 4.2.1.7). Such high values compared to the substrates (e.g. nickel 
~140 HV or alloy 600 ~200 HV) are typical for intermetallic phases. 
Figure 4.2.1.8: Calculated densities of all possible Ni-Sn phases (80). The diagram visualizes the density changes 
and the blue highlighted region is the situation at the coating/substrate interface. The density changes 
significantly when the Ni3Sn phase forms. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.1.9: Evolution of the tin concentration gradient with exposure time. The plateau of the linescan of 
the sample exposed under metal dusting conditions for 620 hrs was correlated with the precipitation in the 
bulk shown in the metallographic cross-section.  
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The density rises with the nickel content in the scale beginning with the tin-rich phase Ni3Sn4 
with 8.4 g/cm3 to the nickel-rich phase Ni3Sn with 9.5 g/cm
3 (Figure 4.2.1.8). 
 The low solubility of tin into nickel causes a relatively high stability of the intermetallic scale. 
Nevertheless, two different degradation processes can occur. The first is the slow dissolution 
of tin into the nickel reservoir and secondly nickel can diffuse through the intermetallic scale 
towards the surface. The diffusion gradient of tin underneath the intermetallic phase is very 
steep in accordance with the binary phase diagram (Figure 4.2.1.4). Nevertheless a slight 
change was observed with increasing exposure time. In Figure 4.2.1.9 a higher magnification 
of the tin concentration gradients underneath the intermetallic nickel tin phases is shown. 
The gradient did not change significantly after 120 hrs exposure under metal dusting 
conditions compared with the as-coated concentration profile. After 620 hrs exposure the 
gradient is not as steep and a plateau was observed a few micrometres underneath the 
intermetallic phase. What appears as a plateau in the EPMA scan is caused by the 
segregation of tin on defects and grain boundaries of the nickel bulk.  
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4.2.2 PERFORMANCE OF A NICKEL-TIN COATING ON NICKEL SAMPLES UNDER METAL 
DUSTING CONDITIONS 
 
The coated nickel coupons were exposed under metal dusting conditions for up to 2500 hrs. 
The weight change on average is -0.1 mg/cm² (Figure 4.2.2.1). A slight mass decrease 
occurred during the first 120 hrs of exposure. In this period residues from the pack  
cementation process (generally Al2O3 particles, see chapter 3.2.2) which had not been 
removed by the cleaning process after the coating process, spalled off the sample. Despite 
this initial effect, the mass evolution until the end of the exposure can be regarded as 
constant. Metallographic cross-sections made for three samples after 120 hrs, 620 hrs and 
2500 hrs of exposure represent three stages of the coating performance. As already 
discussed in chapter 4.2.1, after 120 hrs the coating contains Ni3Sn as well as the tin rich 
Ni3Sn2 phase on top. Due to nickel diffusion into the coating the Ni3Sn2 scale is successively 
transformed into the Ni3Sn phase after 620 hrs. The phase transformation leads to stresses 
in the coating as described in chapter 4.2.1. The density of Ni3Sn is higher than that of Ni3Sn2 
 
Figure 4.2.2.1: Weight change curve of a Sn-diffusion coated sample. The first drop is related to the loss of 
inert pack material (Al2O3) on the surface after the first heating due to spallation. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.2.2: Microscopic images of three samples after different exposure times under metal dusting 
conditions. As already discussed in chapter 4.2.1 the Ni3Sn2-phase is almost completely transformed into the 
Ni3Sn scale after 120 hrs. For the rest of the exposure time (2500 hrs) the Ni3Sn phase remains stable. 
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leading to shrinkage and stresses in the transformed scale. After 620 hrs exposure some very 
small cracks were observed in the outer scale (<2μm) and after 2500 hrs exposure these 
cracks have grown to 10μm in depth (Figure 4.2.2.2). The cracks are neither filled with 
carbon nor oxides and had no effect on the sample performance.  
Another aspect of the coating is the stability of the scale thickness. Due to the very low 
solubility of tin in nickel at 620°C, no significant interdiffusion zone has established after 
2500 hrs of exposure. Only 5 μm underneath the intermetallic coating the tin concentration 
drops under the detection limit of the EPMA method (Figure 4.2.2.3).  The Ni3Sn scale has 
proven to provide good protection against coking and metal dusting at 620°C on pure nickel. 
 
  
 
Figure 4.2.3.3: EPMA linescan of a Sn-diffusion coated nickel sample after 2500 hrs of exposure under metal 
dusting conditions. The coating has not changed since 620 hrs exposure and still consists of Ni3Sn. The tin 
concentration gradient is still steep underneath the coating and the overall Sn-concentration in the substrate is 
lower than 1 at%. 
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4.3 FORMATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON LOW ALLOY 
STEEL AND P91 
 
4.3.1 MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE AS-COATED Ni-Sn-LAYER 
 
 Additional to the binary reaction of nickel with tin in the last chapter, further alloying 
elements play a role in the coating formation and performance when it comes to 
conventional alloys. As described in chapter 3.2.4 a pre-treatment via nickel plating is 
necessary before the powder-pack cementation of tin on the low alloy steel coupons as well 
as on alloys without sufficient nickel content e.g. P91. The amount of nickel deposited 
determines the final scale thickness of the intermetallic scale. Previous experiments have 
shown that direct diffusion of tin into iron leads to embrittlement due to tin segregation at 
grain boundaries (82). Figure 4.3.1.1 shows a Ni-Sn coating which was applied by nickel 
plating for 2 hrs and afterwards diffusion of tin into the nickel reservoir via powder-pack 
cementation. The intermetallic phase is very homogeneous with some pores at the 
substrate/coating interface. The crystal structure is coarse and only one phase had formed. 
 
Figure 4.3.1.1: Images of a Ni-Sn coated P11 sample. The upper images show a collage of a SEM image of a 
coated sample surface combined with a light microscopy image of the corresponding metallographic cross-
section. On the right is a polarized light microscopy image revealing the coarse grain structure of Ni3Sn2. 
Underneath are element maps of the iron, tin and nickel concentrations in the coating measured via EPMA. 
The distribution of tin and nickel in the scale is totally homogenous except the excess of tin on the surface. A 
small amount of iron had diffused into the intermetallic phase as well. 
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This is caused by the limitation of nickel by the prior deposition so that no diffusion out of 
the bulk could lead to the phase transformation to Ni3Sn. 
The element maps (Figure 4.3.1.1) and linescans (Figure 4.3.1.2) reveal an iron concentration 
gradient into the intermetallic scale starting with about 20 at% at the substrate/coating 
interface. On the other hand, the intermetallic scale does show the Ni-Sn ratio expected 
from the results in chapter 4.2. However, the XRD pattern of the coated sample surface 
(Figure 4.3.1.2c) clearly reveals the Ni3Sn2 structure even though a slight cell parameter 
change was found. This indicates the change of the cell parameters through atomic 
substitution. The only species available for this effect is the iron that had diffused into the 
scale. To underline this theory the sum of nickel and iron is plotted together with tin in 
Figure 4.3.1.2b). The ratio between [Fe+Ni] and tin is constant in the full range of the 
intermetallic coating, disregarding the gap at 28 m which was caused by a pore and the tin 
excess on the sample surface which is a residue of the coating process. Unfortunately, no 
literature could be found for the intermetallic (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase. The results collected 
within this work indicate that at 620°C (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phases with 1  x  1.5 are stable. The 
constant atomic [Fe+Ni] ratio shows that iron substitutes nickel within the intermetallic 
coating. No interstitial diffusion is possible due to the size of iron. Its atomic radius is too 
large to occupy interstitial sites (Fe > 0.59[rFe+rSn]) (79). In the XRD pattern in Figure 4.3.1.2c) 
minor phases of NiSn and Ni3Sn are also indicated. These do not appear at all in the linescan 
and no irregularities could be found in the element maps so they are assumed to occur only 
very locally and do not influence the behaviour of the coating.     
Diffusion of iron into the intermetallic phase is crucial for the performance under metal 
dusting conditions as discussed in the next chapter 4.3.2. The case described so far is the 
 
Figure 4.3.1.2: a) linescan of the Ni-Sn coating shown in Figure 4.3.1.1; b) same linescan with Fe+Ni/Sn; c) XRD 
measurement of the coated sample surface. 
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hypostoichiometric supply of nickel for the intermetallic scale compensated by the diffusion 
of iron into the structure (at%Ni(coating) < at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.) but at%[Ni+Fe] ≡ at%Ni in 
Ni3Sn2(cryst.)). The amount of nickel is not sufficient to reach the required Ni-Sn ratio. This 
phenomenon occurs when the nickel electroplating process is performed for two or three 
hours with constant current, bath composition and temperature. The intermetallic coating 
can also be supersaturated with nickel (hyperstoichiometric: (at%Ni(coating) > at%Ni in 
Ni3Sn2(cryst.)). This case occurs after nickel plating for four hours. The difference between 
the behaviour under metal dusting conditions for both cases is described in the next chapter.  
4.3.2 PERFORMANCE OF Ni-Sn COATED ALLOY P11 UNDER METAL DUSTING CONDITIONS 
 
The Ni-Sn coated low alloy steel coupons were isothermally exposed under metal dusting 
conditions as described in chapter 3.3.1. No coking or metal dusting occurred until the end 
of the testing procedure after 3000 hrs. However, the intermetallic phase was influenced by 
the exposure and shall be described for hypo- and hyperstoichiometric amounts of nickel in 
the Ni-Sn scale.  
HYPOSTOICHIOMETRIC CONTENT OF NICKEL IN THE INTERMETALLIC SCALE  
 After 500 hrs of exposure an additional scale had formed on the surface of samples Ni-
electroplated for two or three hours and subsequently powder-pack coated with tin. This 
scale consists of the perovskite carbide Fe3SnC. The linescan of the sample reveals a very 
constant  
 
Figure 4.3.2.1: EPMA-BSE image of a Ni-Sn coated low alloy steel sample after 500 hrs of exposure. 
Corresponding linescans are shown next to the image. In the linescan on the right side the atomic 
concentrations of Fe+Ni and Sn are exclusively plotted.   
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atomic ratio Fe:Sn:C of 3:1:1 (Figure 4.3.2.1). According to EPMA measurements the nickel 
content in this phase is between 2 and 3 at%.  
 The [Fe+Ni]/Sn linescans again show the ratio typical for the intermetallic scale with the 
Ni3Sn2 structure (Figure 4.3.2.1). Noticeable is the concentration gradient of iron through the 
intermetallic phase. While after the coating process it decreased from the substrate to the 
surface, it now shows enrichment in the perovskite carbide phase. Therefore, the reaction of 
iron, tin and carbon on the surface can be regarded as a chemisorption process, which is 
independent of the concentration gradient or supersaturation of the intermetallic scale with 
iron underneath. The driving force for Fe3SnC formation is the high chemical stability of this 
phase. The Fe3Sn crystal structure can be regarded as the host lattice for the carbon atoms 
located in its centres. As tin and carbon form no stable bonds only Fe-C bonds occur in the 
Fe3SnC structure. Each carbon atom is totally isolated from the tin atoms by an octahedral 
iron atom cage (Figure 4.3.2.2). This limitation of vacancies for carbon atoms explains the 
very constant stoichiometric ratio.  
 
Figure 4.3.2.2: Two perspectives of the Fe3SnC crystal structure shown. Every carbon atom is separated from 
the next carbon atom by an octahedral iron and cubic tin cage. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2.3: BSE and SEM image of the Ni-Sn coated P11 sample surface after 2400 hrs of exposure under 
metal dusting conditions (sample coated with 3 hrs Ni-plating + Sn-powder-pack cementation). On the right are 
the macroscopic images of the sample coupons after several exposure steps. The surface remained clean at all 
exposure times.  
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Another interesting aspect of the occurrence of the Fe3SnC layer is shown in Figure 4.3.2.4. 
According to the binary Fe-Sn phase diagram (83), the Fe3Sn host lattice structure is not 
stable at 620°C and transformation into iron and Fe3Sn2 would be expected. Consequently, 
the carbon interstitial has a stabilizing effect on the phase formation. No iron or Fe3Sn2 
domains were found. The ternary diagram was constructed by the use of the binary phase 
diagrams (84). There is only little information about the ternary system. The information 
obtained within this work is included by inserting the highest iron concentration found in 
(Ni3-xFex)Sn2 as well as the tie-line for the formation of Fe3Sn(C) in the presence of carbon. 
 
Figure 4.3.2.4: (left) Binary phase diagram of Fe-Sn (83). The dashed line highlights the phases at 650°C. In the 
ternary diagram on the right (84), the situation for the Ni3Sn2 phase (dark blue) on low alloy steel under metal 
dusting conditions  as found within this work, is sketched.  In the presence of carbon, the Fe3SnC perovskite 
phase forms. The interesting difference between the binary and ternary diagram is that the Fe3Sn phase, the 
host lattice, is not stable at 620°C. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2.5: Combined macroscopic and cross-section images of under metal dusting conditions exposed P11 
samples after 500, 2400 (sample coated with 3 hrs Ni-plating + Sn-powder-pack cementation) and 3000 hrs 
(sample coated with 2 hrs Ni-plating + Sn-powder-pack cementation) exposure. No coke formation or metal 
dusting had occurred. The cross-section images were produced via EPMA-BSE scans. 
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The analogous Ni3Sn compound does not crystallize in the cubic face centred structure like 
Fe3Sn but as hexagonally closed packed. Neither in the Ni3Sn nor in the Ni3Sn2 phase do 
interstitial positions exist that would allow carbon to diffuse into (85).  
 In Figure 4.3.2.3 SEM and BSE images of a sample surface after 2400 hrs exposure are 
shown. Two species can be distinguished, the perovskite carbide Fe3SnC and iron rich 
particles. Both crystalline species have a similar shape and size which can only be separated 
by the element contrast and the surface roughness. According to this observation, the iron 
rich particles form on the Fe3SnC particles controlled by iron diffusion through the 
perovskite carbide crystal and a lack of sufficient tin present. On both species no graphite 
had precipitated despite the fact that the tin concentration of the iron rich particles had 
dropped to 0.3 at% while the Fe-C ratio depicts on average the cementite composition. 
Usually, graphite formation occurs when cementite particles are present but this surface 
with tin traces was perfectly clean (see Figure 4.3.2.3 right).  
The colour of the sample surface changes during the exposure. The coated sample surface 
has a bright metallic shine. After 500 hrs the surface becomes bluish. This can be associated 
with the appearance of the Fe3SnC phase. Later after 1800 hrs the surface becomes brown 
until the end of the exposure. No thickness increase or deformation of the surface was 
 
Figure 4.3.2.6: Linescans corresponding to the cross-sections shown in Figure 4.3.2.5 after exposure under 
metal dusting conditions and the mass change plot of the three samples. 
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detected but a mass gain was observed (see diagram in Figure 4.3.2.6). The mass gain can be 
correlated with the carbon uptake due to the formation of the Fe3SnC phase and cementite. 
In Figure 4.3.2.5 BSE images of metallographic cross-sections of nickel-tin coated P11 
samples are shown after 500, 2400 and 3000 hours exposure. The brightest phase is always 
the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase due to the high tin concentration. After 500 hrs of exposure the 
duplex scale consisting of Fe3SnC on the surface and the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase underneath 
forms as already shown in Figure 4.3.2.1. After 2400 hrs the thickness of the Fe3SnC phase 
has increased. Very large pores have formed between this phase and the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase 
underneath. Some of the pores have already been filled with cementite. After 3000 hrs 
exposure the scale thickness had increased significantly. The major fraction is cementite 
which presumably led to the thickness increase in the coating. On the surface a very thin 
Fe3SnC layer was still found. Macroscopically the surface morphology had not changed; even 
small irregularities already observed immediately after the coating process are still visible. 
Therefore, the residual Fe3SnC layer is still the original surface of the sample. 
 
From the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase only a very thin scale is left at the substrate/coating interface 
with an average thickness of 1 m. Also, some larger Ni-Sn particles are distributed in the 
cementite scale. These large particles are depleted in iron and have the chemical 
composition of Ni3Sn2. Consequently, the missing contact to the substrate material 
 
Figure 4.3.2.7: Combined linescans of the as-coated and 500 hrs exposed samples on the left. On the right, the 
linescan section of the interdiffusion zone underneath the intermetallic phase is shown in detail. 
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interrupts the iron supply into the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase and the iron is chemisorbed by carbon 
onto the particle surface in the form of cementite.  
 In Figure 4.3.2.6 the three linescans of the samples shown in Figure 4.3.2.5 are combined. It 
is very interesting, that despite the formation of cementite after 2400 hrs and 
predominantly after 3000 hrs no graphite precipitation had occurred. A closer look at the tin 
concentration in the cementite scale reveals values around 0.3 at% Sn. This small amount 
leads to the assumption that even a very low but uniform distribution of tin is enough to 
disturb the epitaxial nucleation of graphite crystallization. Graphite is the most stable 
modification of carbon. This implicates, that the heat of formation of graphite contributes a 
reasonable driving force for the precipitation within the metal matrix. If the graphite 
nucleation is disturbed the overall free energy is presumably not sufficient for the 
precipitation of amorphous coke within the cementite and the detrimental dusting does not 
occur. Natesan et al. have studied the crystallographic states of carbon in iron and steels 
under metal dusting conditions (17). Using Raman measurements he found that the coke 
precipitated in the material always shows higher crystallinity than the coke on the surface. 
This fact underlines the possibility of tin to interrupt graphite nucleation and the corrosion 
attack stops at the carbide formation step. 
Adapting Natesan’s findings to the behaviour of tin modified cementite could explain the 
experimental findings in this work. A DFT calculation of a cementite surface with irregularly 
distributed tin atoms could be useful to clarify this theory.  
Another observation can be made with the help of linescans shown in Figure 4.3.2.6: nickel 
and tin are continuously depleted during exposure. Only a very small reservoir is left after 
3000 hrs. In Figure 4.3.2.7 the linescans of the as coated sample are compared with the 
sample exposed for 500 hrs under metal dusting conditions. The atomic concentration of tin 
in the intermetallic scale remains constant in both samples while the [Fe+Ni] concentration 
increases due to the diffusion of iron into the scale. In the interdiffusion zone underneath 
the intermetallic coating, the tin concentration drops to zero immediately in the as-coated 
state while the nickel concentration shows a peak. After 500 hrs exposure the tin 
concentration gradient into the alloy is not as steep and drops to 2 at% Sn at 5 m 
underneath the intermetallic scale. The value is quite high and leads to embrittlement as can 
be seen underneath the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 scale in the cross-sections shown in Figure 4.3.2.5. 
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HYPERSTOICHIOMETRIC CONTENT OF NICKEL IN THE INTERMETALLIC SCALE 
 
 A nickel rich intermetallic layer results when a sample P11 is Ni-electroplated for four hours 
and subsequently Sn-powder-packed. The nickel content is high enough to form the nickel 
rich intermetallic compound Ni3Sn. Furthermore, nickel diffuses out of the scale into the 
substrate leading to a large interdiffusion zone after 1600 hrs exposure (Figure 4.3.2.8). The 
linescan of the exposed sample also reveals a nickel-tin ratio corresponding to the two phase 
region between Ni3Sn and Ni3Sn2 highlighted in the binary phase diagram. Due to the 
continuous diffusion of nickel into the bulk the coating slowly transforms into the Ni3Sn2 
phase. The Fe3SnC compound does not form due to the lack of iron diffusion into the 
intermetallic scale.  
This effect leads to the assumption that a nickel rich intermetallic Ni-Sn scale at least delays 
the degradation process of the coating if not preventing it totally. 
 
  
  
 
Figure 4.3.2.8: Metallographic cross-section of a P11 sample with a hyperstoichiometric amount of nickel in the 
intermetallic scale after 1600 hrs of exposure under metal dusting conditions. The linescan shows a coating 
composition corresponding to the two phase section of Ni3Sn and Ni3Sn2 in the binary phase diagram. 
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4.3.3 PERFORMANCE OF NI-SN COATED ALLOY P91 UNDER METAL DUSTING CONDITIONS 
 
P91 coated with nickel-tin generally shows a strongly enhanced performance under metal 
dusting conditions and was tested up to 3000 hrs exposure at 620°C. The intermetallic 
nickel-tin phase is stable on the surface. However, also for P91 it is crucial to provide a 
sufficient amount of nickel to avoid iron diffusion into and through the intermetallic layer. In 
this chapter again the hypostoichiometric (at%Ni(coating) < at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.) but 
at%[Ni+Fe] ≡ at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.)) as well as the hyperstoichiometric nickel content 
(at%Ni(coating) > at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.)) will be discussed in the following. 
 
HYPOSTOICHIOMETRIC CONTENT OF NICKEL IN THE INTERMETALLIC COATING 
 
Figure 4.3.3.1 shows the metallographic cross-section of an intermetallic Ni-Sn scale on P91 
after 500 hrs of exposure. The metallographic cross-section was treated with ZnSe via PVD to 
highlight the distribution of different phases. The dark top layer is the intermetallic coating 
with the bright P91 substrate underneath. Close to the coating/substrate interface the Ni-Sn 
scale shows grain boundary segregation of iron rich phases. The corresponding linescan of 
the cross-section reveals element gradients similar to the coated P11 samples shown in 
 
Figure 4.3.3.1: Metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated P91 sample after 500 hrs exposure under metal 
dusting conditions. The metallographic cross-section was treated with ZnSe to highlight the phase distribution. 
Chromium rich phases underneath the coating appear as yellow particles. The composition of such a particle 
(highlighted with a cross in the image) is shown in the table. The linescan was also measured via EPMA. 
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Figure 4.3.1.2. Nickel and tin show an atomic ratio of approximately 1:1 thus much lower 
than the required 3:2 ratio for the Ni3Sn2 phase. The stabilization of the Ni3Sn2 crystal 
structure is provided by incorporation of iron on nickel positions in the crystal structure. 
Diffusion of iron through the (Ni3-xFex)Sn2 lattice also led to segregation on the grain 
boundaries of the scale and will presumably cause the formation of the Fe3SnC phase with 
the extension of the exposure time as it does for the P11 samples shown in chapter 4.3.2. 
Underneath the intermetallic scale very fine precipitates of Cr/Fe-carbides have formed, 
highlighted in Figure 4.3.3.1. One of the spot analyses of these precipitates measured via 
EPMA is shown next to the image. The particle has the composition of M7C3 (M=Fe,Cr,Mo,Si). 
This is quite an unusual carbide for this exposure temperature. In steels M7C3 usually occurs 
at 950-1050°C (86). For this sample these precipitates were only found directly attached to 
the intermetallic coating and seem to limit the growth of the coating into the substrate. This 
microstructural characteristic could have an effect on the stability of the coating during 
exposure and shall be the focus of the following chapters for high alloy steels and nickel base 
alloys. In the case of P91 chromium enrichment underneath the coating is rather poor due to 
the relatively low amount (9 wt%) in the bulk.  
 
HYPERSTOICHIOMETRIC CONTENT OF NICKEL IN THE INTERMETALLIC COATING 
 
Figure 4.3.3.2 summarizes the evolution of a Ni-Sn coated sample under metal dusting 
conditions. The linescan of the sample metallographic cross-section after 3000 hrs exposure 
in Figure 4.3.3.3 shows the hyperstoichiometric amount of nickel from the coating 
(at%Ni(coating) > at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.)) in the interdiffusion zone while no iron from the 
bulk diffused into the intermetallic coating as it did in the hypostoichiometric case. 
The coating remained totally protective up to 1100 hrs exposure under metal dusting 
conditions, no mass change was detected. Between 1100 hrs and 1600 hrs exposure one pit 
started to develop at an edge of the sample. This pit successively grew until the end of the 
exposure producing large amounts of coke. After the last period of exposure two more pits 
occurred at the edges. In the end the mass loss was about -26 mg/cm². However, pitting did 
not occur apart from the edges which leads to the conclusion that mechanical stresses 
caused failure in the coating. Again, polarized light images where used to reveal the grain 
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structure of the intermetallic scale and in Figure 4.3.3.4 two sections of the 3000 hrs 
exposed sample are shown: a) one section at the edge of the coupon and b) one in the 
centre of the sample. The coating in the centre of the sample is homogeneous with no 
segregation, metal dusting products or any other sign of damage. Only very close to the 
surface few small initial cracks had formed along grain boundaries. The situation at the edge  
is susceptible to damage due to the occurrence of vertical cracks through the intermetallic 
scale as well as horizontal cracks along the interdiffusion zone.   
These cracks along the interdiffusion zone occur in regions with the highest stresses. Failure 
of the coating in these regions can be put down to the heating and cooling for each exposure 
interval. The resulting stresses are high enough to damage the coating which led to the 
Figure 4.3.3.2: Images of one side of a sample coupon (15x10x2 mm³) after several periods of exposure 
under metal dusting conditions and the corresponding mass change curve. After 1600 hrs the first pit was 
observed covered by coke which was removed with a brush. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.3.3: Metallographic cross-section and linescan of a Ni-Sn coated P91 sample after 3000 hrs exposure 
under metal dusting conditions. The Ni3Sn2 coating remained homogeneous (dark grey) without any iron 
diffusion into the scale. Beneath this phase, the interdiffusion zone of nickel into the bulk appears to be 
brighter. 
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observed pitting attack. It appears that it is not the vertical cracks through the coating alone 
that cause the damage but in combination with horizontal cracks in the interdiffusion zone. 
The interdiffusion zone is austenitic due to the high nickel content. The P91 bulk below has a 
ferritic-martensitic structure. Together both phases have a high CTE mismatch that causes 
cracking in regions suffering the highest stresses as is the case at edges. The beginning 
delamination at the interdiffusion zone leads to large defects in the intermetallic coating. 
When the aggressive metal dusting atmosphere had once access to the metal underneath 
the interdiffusion zone, coking and metal dusting start.  
In the centre region of the sample only minor cracking occurs along grain boundaries and no 
horizontal cracks occurred in the interdiffusion zone. 
Despite the CTE mismatch the hyperstoichiometric Ni-Sn coating showed a very high 
chemical stability and remained protective for the whole time of exposure testing. 
 
Figure 4.3.3.4: Polarized light images of a metallographic cross-section of a P91 sample after 3000 hrs exposure 
under metal dusting conditions. The grain structure of the coating is clearly visible. a) Coating at an edge of the 
sample showing vertical cracks through the intermetallic scale as well as horizontal cracks through the 
interdiffusion zone. b) Coating on a central section of the sample showing small initial cracks at grain 
boundaries. 
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4.4 FORMATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON HIGH ALLOY 
STEELS 
 
4.4.1 STRUCTURE OF THE Ni-Sn COATING AFTER THE POWDER-PACK PROCESS 
 
 The first coating processes on high alloy steels were performed without the use of a prior 
nickel-plating step as described in chapter 3.2.4 assuming the nickel content of the alloys is 
sufficient for the formation of the intermetallic Ni3Sn2-phase. Indeed, the intermetallic phase 
forms but some alloying elements such as chromium or silicon limit the homogeneity of the 
scale and form a kind of diffusion barrier which is highlighted as zone number 5 in Figure 
4.4.1.1. The precipitate concentration in the intermetallic scale is very high according to a 
high activity coating process described in chapter 3.2.3. The chromium concentration  
 
Figure 4.4.1.1: SEM-BSE image of an out-of-pack tin diffusion coating on alloy 800. The analyses listed in the 
table below were measured using EDX. 
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was even high enough to form an oxide layer on top during the pack process. The diffusion 
processes are shown in a simplified manner in Figure 4.4.1.2.   
Alloy residues in the intermetallic phase and the interdiffusion layer underneath consist 
mainly of iron and chromium (spot 5 and 7). These are not homogenously distributed in the 
intermetallic Ni-Sn layer and therefore there is a risk that the coating could fail due to 
defects. Also, the high level of iron in the intermetallic layer is disadvantageous as was 
already discussed in chapter 4.3.2 for hypostoichiometric contents of nickel in the scale 
(at%Ni(coating) < at%Ni in Ni3Sn2(cryst.)). Therefore, the coating procedure was altered 
towards a previous nickel plating step with a subsequent tin powder-pack diffusion process 
as described in chapter 3.2.4.  
 
Figure 4.4.1.2: Steps of the tin diffusion and Ni-Sn phase formation during the pack diffusion process on high 
alloy steels.  
 
 
Figure 4.4.1.3: EPMA-BSE image of a metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated AISI 321 sample and the 
corresponding linescan after the coating process. The interdiffusion zone is very thin with around 1-2 m 
thickness. 
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The resulting Ni3Sn2 phase is very similar to the coating shown in chapter 4.3 except for the 
occurrence of a nickel depleted-, iron-chromium enriched scale underneath. No iron 
diffusion into the intermetallic phase was observed (Figure 4.4.1.3). After the coating 
process the interdiffusion scale is quite thin. During the exposure process this zone grows in 
thickness and shall therefore be described in detail after 500 hrs exposure in chapter 4.4.3 
for alloy 800 and chapter 4.4.4 for AISI 321.  
4.4.2 PERFORMANCE OF Ni-Sn COATED HIGH ALLOY STEELS UNDER METAL DUSTING 
CONDITIONS  
 
 The performance of uncoated alloy 800 and AISI 321 under metal dusting conditions as they 
are used for the testing in this work is catastrophic. Despite the high chromium content of 
alloy 800 (22wt%), the incubation time is very short (15). After only 100 hrs the first pitting 
and coking occurs. The alloy 800 samples coated with Ni3Sn2 showed no metal dusting or 
coking until the end of its exposure test after 3360 hrs. Several images after different periods 
of exposure are summarized in Figure 4.4.2.1. Only after the first 500 hrs exposure was a 
difference to the previous image noticeable. After the coating process the Ni3Sn2 phase was 
covered with a thin layer of oxides. During exposure under metal dusting conditions this 
oxide scale spalls off leading to a minor mass loss and the change of the surface structure. 
Therefore the mass curves shown in Figure 4.4.2.2 do not start at zero. For the rest of the 
exposure the mass remained constant for both alloys.  
 
Figure 4.4.2.1: Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 coupon (15x10x2 mm³) after several periods of exposure. Only after the 
first 500 hrs a difference between the images occurs due to the loss of brittle oxides on the surface. This 
corresponds also with the measured mass loss during the exposure test. 
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After the coating process as well as after 1900 hrs exposure a coated AISI 321 sample was 
analyzed via SEM-EDX techniques. Two BSE images of the sample surface are shown in 
Figure 4.4.2.3. Before the exposure the surface of the sample was rough with fine structured 
areas surrounded by larger crystallites, together they form a kind of grain structure. After 
exposure the fine structured areas are covered by cementite particles while the larger Ni3Sn2 
crystallites still protrude. The EDX analyses of the cementite particles reveal a rather high 
amount of carbon in the cementite particles as well as a very small amount of tin. The tin is 
visible as bright nanoparticles on the cementite. The composition of this cementite is very 
similar to the values found for the cementite scale on coated low alloy steels in chapter 4.3.2 
after 3000 hrs exposure. In both cases no coke precipitated on the particles as would be 
typical for cementite under metal dusting conditions. Nikolla et al. found similar results on 
nano-dispersed tin particles on nickel catalysts that otherwise suffer high coke formation. 
With the help of tin nanoparticles coke formation was completely suppressed (58).  
 
Figure 4.4.2.2: Mass change curves of Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 and AISI 321 samples during exposure under 
metal dusting conditions at 620°C. 
 
Figure 4.4.2.3: BSE images of a Ni-Sn coated AISI 321 coupon before and after 1900 hrs exposure. The large 
crystallites are Ni3Sn2 crystals while the darker small particles around are cementite particles covered by tin 
nanoparticles (see analyses of the cementite particle in the table). 
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Unlike the thick cementite scale formed on the coated low alloy steel in chapter 4.3.2 only a 
very thin layer evolved in this case as can be seen in the linescan recorded using EPMA of a 
coated alloy 800 sample after 3360 hrs exposure in Figure 4.4.2.4. Also in the linescan the 
carbon concentrations in the cementite on the surface appear to be very high with a 1:1 
ratio between iron and carbon although the usual ratio is 3:1.  
The Ni3Sn2 scale is totally intact and free of iron diffusion from the bulk despite the very high 
iron concentration in the interdiffusion zone immediately beneath the scale. The 
interdiffusion zone shall be dealt with in the following chapter. 
Summarizing, although a very thin layer of cementite had formed on the coating it is not to 
be expected that this layer will grow, due to the lack of iron diffusion through the Ni3Sn2 
phase.  
 
  
 
Figure 4.4.2.4: Linescan of a metallographic cross-section of an alloy 800 coupon sample after 3360 hrs 
exposure under metal dusting conditions. The Ni-Sn coating is intact. Only at the surface had some reaction 
products formed such as cementite but no coke or filamentous carbon was found. 
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4.4.3 THE INTERDIFFUSION ZONE UNDERNEATH THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE OF ALLOY 800  
 
After 500 hrs exposure under metal dusting conditions at 620°C a metallographic cross-
section was investigated. The result is shown in Figure 4.4.3.1 in three versions. Image a) was 
recorded in the polarization mode of an optical microscope and c) shows the metallographic 
cross-section after ZnSe physical vapour deposition. At least, three scales can be 
distinguished from bottom to top; the substrate with large globular austenitic grains, above 
an approximately 10 m thick interdiffusion zone and on top the characteristic grain 
structure of the Ni3Sn2 phase as already described in chapter 4.2. The interdiffusion zone 
shows at least three phases and is very fine structured. Image b) reveals two major 
components of the interdiffusion zone by electrochemical etching with 10M NaOH. The 
Cr23C6 (blue in colour) as well as the σ-phase that typically appears yellow after the etching 
procedure are seen in the interdiffusion zone. This structure shall be focussed on in the rest 
of this chapter and the question remains: how does this zone influence iron diffusion into 
the Ni-Sn intermetallic? 
First of all, element maps were produced using EPMA measurements to identify the 
components qualitatively. Figure 4.4.3.2 shows the resulting maps of the cross-sections of 
the 500 hrs exposed sample as well as a 3360 hrs exposed sample, respectively. Again the 
three scales can be identified; on top is the Ni-Sn phase with a strong tin signal. Pores can be 
easily identified by the high carbon, oxygen and silicon signals that result from residues of 
the metallographic preparation. The lower part is the substrate without any irregularities.  
 
 
Figure 4.4.3.1: a) polarized light image of a metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 sample 
after 500 hrs of exposure under metal dusting conditions; b) same cross-section electrochemically etched 
with 10M NaOH, c) same cross-section after the chemical vapour deposition of ZnSe. 
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In between both sections the interdiffusion zone has one obvious characteristic: the lack of 
nickel. Instead, this area is enriched in iron, chromium and silicon. This means the phase 
below as well as above the interdiffusion zone has a higher nickel concentration. This nickel 
depleted zone grows over time underlining the high stability of these phases. In the 
following Figure 4.4.3.3 the different phases are coloured using ZnSe PVD. Spot 
measurements via EPMA revealed the element compositions of the phases. The very fine 
distribution of Ni-Sn particles (blue) is easier to see with the ZnSe interference layer than in 
the element maps. As well as the Ni-Sn particles three different phases were identified via 
spot measurements.  
Right below the intermetallic Ni-Sn phase and along grain boundaries in the bulk very fine 
Cr23C6 particles were found. Apart from these particles, the cross-section can be regarded as  
 
Figure 4.4.3.2: EPMA element maps of the interdiffusion zone of Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 samples after 500 hrs 
and 3360 hrs exposure under metal dusting conditions. The very bright carbon, silicon and oxygen spots in the 
upper parts of the maps represent pores filled with residues from the metallographic preparation of the cross 
section. 
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carbon free. The carbon values in the table are constantly around 2 at% and were verified as 
a systematic contamination by the EPMA. The most interesting phase is the yellowish phase 
b) in Figure 4.4.3.3.  
The spot analysis identified this phase as a very high chromium containing species with 
38 at% Cr compared to the initial value of max 22 wt%. Only 3 at% nickel are in the phase 
but a significantly increased value of silicon with ~3 at%. Examination of the Fe-Cr-Ni ternary 
phase diagram (Figure 4.4.3.4) estimating Fe+Cr+Ni=100%, identifies this composition as -
phase, confirmed by the fact that silicon belongs to the -phase stabilizing elements (88). 
-phase is a very stable Fe-Cr intermetallic phase with the nominal formula Cr6Fe7 
crystallizing in a tetragonally closed packed structure. The solvus temperature is 1050°C. 
 
Figure 4.4.3.3: Image of the interdiffusion zone in the ZnSe covered metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn 
coated alloy 800 sample after 500 hrs exposure under metal dusting conditions. In the table are spot analyses 
of three phases in the interdiffusion zone. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.3.4: Fe-Ni-Cr ternary phase diagram at 650°C. The highlighted indicators are results of spot 
measurements of the interdiffusion zones with high chromium and low carbon values. The filled shapes 
represent the overall content of α- and σ-phase in the interdiffusion phases while the hollow shapes only mark 
the chromium rich precipitates. These spots are also discussed in the corresponding tables in chapter 4.4, 4.5 
and 4.6. All values are in at% (87). Due to the homogeneity of the interdiffusion zone on alloy 600 only one spot 
is included. 
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Between the -phase sections α- ferrite had formed with only 16 at% chromium 
representing chromium depletion. Residual nickel in the interdiffusion zone is incorporated 
into Ni-Sn intermetallics. These dark blue areas in Figure 4.4.3.3 are often located on the 
phase boundary between ferrite and -phase.  
All diffusion processes in this zone are summarized in Figure 4.4.3.5. This image is very 
similar to the decomposition of δ-ferrite to - and -phase (89), despite the fact that no -
phase is formed, however, the Ni-Sn intermetallic incorporates the nickel instead. This also 
shows, that in the presence of nickel, embrittlement due to tin segregation at grain 
boundaries is most unlikely to occur. To summarize, the application of the Ni3Sn2 coating on 
alloy 800 triggered -phase formation in the alloy. 
These phase transformations are stable enough to delay further diffusion of nickel and iron 
from the substrate into the intermetallic Ni-Sn phase during exposure under metal dusting 
conditions at 620°C and therefore stabilize the Ni3Sn2 phase. The σ-phase formation 
underneath the coating is beneficial for the performance of an intermetallic nickel-tin layer 
against metal dusting.   
  
  
 
Figure 4.4.3.5: Diffusion effects leading to the formation of a ferrite and -phase formation in the interdiffusion 
zone. 
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4.4.4 THE INTERDIFFUSION ZONE UNDERNEATH THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE OF AISI 321  
 
 The same effect of -phase precipitation as observed for alloy 800 (chapter 4.4.3) could be 
found in the metallographic cross-section of AISI 321. In this case, due to the low nickel 
content the alloy tends to precipitate -phase from the decomposition of δ-ferrite in the 
bulk at 620°C (90) (see Figure 4.4.4.1b)). Therefore, a direct comparison between the -
phase in the bulk and in the interdiffusion phase was possible. In Figure 4.4.4.1 a 
metallographic cross-section of AISI 321 coated with chemical vapour deposited ZnSe is 
shown after the exposure for 500 hrs under metal dusting conditions. Three characteristic 
spots are pointed out and the elemental analyses measured by EPMA are listed in the table. 
The -phase in the interdiffusion zone a) and in the bulk b) does not show significant 
differences. The chromium and silicon concentrations reached in the interdiffusion zone are 
 
Figure 4.4.4.2: Electrochemically etched metallographic cross-section of Ni-Sn coated AISI 321 after 1900 hrs of 
exposure under metal dusting conditions revealing σ-phase as yellow precipitates. EPMA element maps of the 
interdiffusion zone highlight the nickel depletion and σ-phase formation in this area. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.4.1: Metallographic cross-section of AISI 321 coated with chemical vapour deposited ZnSe after 
exposure for 500 hrs under metal dusting conditions and a table with spot analyses of characteristic phases. 
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even higher than in the precipitates of the bulk. Phase a) is highlighted in the ternary 
Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagram in Figure 4.4.3.4 and corresponds well with the value found for the 
corresponding phase in alloy 800. Both values are in the -phase field. Again the -phase is 
surrounded by very small Ni-Sn precipitates and α-ferrite.  
 The amount of -phase precipitates is less than in the interdiffusion zone of alloy 800 
because of the lower chromium content of AISI 321 but a thin line under the intermetallic 
scale is almost continuous after 1900 hrs exposure (Figure 4.4.4.2). 
The results of both alloys show the stability of α-phase, σ-phase and the Ni3Sn2 phase, 
resulting in the high stability of the intermetallic coating for the whole exposure time. 
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4.5 FORMATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON ALLOY 600 
 
4.5.1 FORMATION OF THE INTERMETALLIC Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON ALLOY 600 
 
The coating procedure for alloy 600 was handled analogously to that for low alloy steels: 
nickel plating and a subsequent tin diffusion step via powder pack cementation at 800°C. 
Direct diffusion of tin into alloy 600 does not produce the favoured homogeneity due to the 
formation of precipitates throughout the whole coating as already described in chapter 
4.4.1.  
After the coating process a homogeneous and well adherent coating had formed (Figure 
4.5.1.1). The grain structure of the intermetallic scale was examined using microscopic 
imaging with polarized light. Underneath the Ni3Sn2 layer a thin interdiffusion zone with an 
average thickness of 2 μm can be seen. The structure of this zone is very similar to the 
interdiffusion zone found for alloy 800 and AISI 321. The interesting aspect here is the 
chemical composition of alloy 600 which differs significantly compared to the alloys 
investigated previously. The main component is nickel with a total amount of circa 75 wt%. 
This is a higher content than in the Ni3Sn2 phase after the coating process. The iron and 
chromium contents are rather low at around 8 wt% and 15 wt%, respectively.  
The resulting question is, if alloy 600 can establish a diffusion barrier between the bulk and 
the intermetallic coating as observed for alloy 800 and AISI 321. The evolution of the 
interdiffusion zone is focused on in chapter 4.5.3.  
 
Figure 4.5.1.1: Images (from the left: macroscopic, metallographic cross-section in polarized light, 
metallographic cross-section in bright field) of an alloy 600 sample after the coating process (nickel-plating and 
tin powder pack). 
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4.5.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON ALLOY 600 UNDER METAL DUSTING 
CONDITIONS 
 
Nickel-tin coated alloy 600 samples were exposed to metal dusting conditions at 620°C for 
up to 3000 hrs and investigated afterwards. In Figure 4.5.2.1 the metallographic cross-
section of a 3000 hrs exposed sample is shown. No sign of coke or metal dusting was found. 
Noticeable is the high amount of precipitates in the intermetallic coating. Also the grain 
structure is not as coarse as it was after the coating process. Due to the use of polarized light 
Ni-Sn intermetallics were also visible in the interdiffusion zone. The mass change curve in 
 
Figure 4.5.2.1: Metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated alloy 600 sample after 3000 hrs exposure under 
metal dusting conditions. The coating shows a lot of small precipitates especially in the subsurface zone. The 
interdiffusion zone has a thickness of approximately 10μm. The left image was produced with polarized light. 
The hexagonal crystal structure of the Ni3Sn2 phase appears colored. This phase is also visible in the 
interdiffusion zone. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.2.2: Mass change curve of a Ni-Sn coated sample for the exposure time of 500 hrs to 3000 hrs. A 
minor mass loss occurred in the first 500 hrs caused by the spallation of oxides from the surface. 
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Figure 4.5.2.2 reveals a slight mass gain. The reason for the additional weight can be found 
in the linescan of the sample. Linescans were measured after 500 hrs and 3000 hrs of 
exposure. In both linescans irregularities were found close to the surface. These are 
precipitates from the high activity coating process as described in chapter 3.2.3, consisting of 
alloy compounds which are not soluble in the intermetallic phase. They diffused towards the 
surface and reacted there with the carbonaceous atmosphere producing oxides and 
carbides. The protective effect of the intermetallic coating against metal dusting and coking 
is not affected by this process. Similar to the curve for high alloy steels, the mass dropped 
during the first 500 hrs. This is caused by spalling of oxides that form on the surface of the 
Ni3Sn2 layer in the initial period of exposure. 
Another interesting aspect is the relatively high nickel content in the intermetallic phase 
compared to the Ni-Sn coatings on steels. This indicates the diffusion of nickel from the bulk 
into the intermetallic phase during the exposure. This also incorporates continuously 
dissolution and segregation of bulk elements (Cr, Mn, Fe) into the coating. At the sample 
surface, these elements oxidize. 
 However, the nickel content of the coating remained lower than in the bulk. The high nickel 
reservoir in the bulk is separated from the coating by a chromium rich interdiffusion zone 
underneath the coating which is described in detail in the next chapter. Further diffusion of 
nickel into the intermetallic phase would lead to transformation into the nickel rich Ni3Sn 
phase. 
 
Figure 4.5.2.3: Linescans through the metallographic cross-sections of Ni-Sn coated alloy 600 samples after 500 
hrs (left) and 3000 hrs (right). Both show oxidized and carburized bulk elements in the outer surface of the 
samples with a protective Ni3Sn2 phase underneath which does not alter in its chemical composition and 
thickness. Underneath the intermetallic scales both samples show an interdiffusion zone with chromium 
contents of 65 to 70 at%. 
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4.5.3 THE INTERDIFFUSION ZONE UNDERNEATH THE Ni3Sn2-PHASE ON ALLOY 600 
 
 The interdiffusion scale underneath the intermetallic Ni3Sn2-phase was investigated 
intensively after 500 hrs exposure under metal dusting conditions. On average the layer is 
9 m thick and fine structured compared to the Ni-Sn layer above and the austenite 
structure underneath (Figure 4.5.3.1). For a first look at the layer composition, ZnSe was 
deposited on the metallographic cross-section and at least three different components can 
be distinguished using this technique (Figure 4.5.3.1c). The dark spots in the interdiffusion 
zone are Ni-Sn particles and shall not be focussed on in this chapter.  
They were already found via polarized light imaging as shown in chapter 4.5.1. More 
interesting are the compositions of the phases surrounding the Ni-Sn particles as already 
discussed in chapter 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. In these chapters massive nickel depletion in the 
interdiffusion zone led to the formation of -phase and α-ferrite. With a nickel base alloy,  
 
Figure 4.5.3.1: a) and b) polarized light microscopy images of a metallographic cross-section of a nickel tin 
coated alloy 600 sample after 500 hrs exposure. The grain structure of the coating can be seen as coloured 
sections. The fine structured interdiffusion scale appears underneath the Ni-Sn scale. Image c) shows the same 
part of the cross-section with chemical vapour deposited ZnSe revealing three different phases in the 
interdiffusion scale. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.3.2: Spot analysis of three phases in the interdiffusion zone previously distinguished by EPMA 
element maps. The dark precipitates in the scale consisting of Ni-Sn were not added to the list.  
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Figure 4.5.3.3: Isothermal ternary Cr-Fe-Ni phase diagram (650°C). The phase diagram region with the 
corresponding composition of spot b) listed in the table in Figure 4.5.3.2 is highlighted orange. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.3.4: EPMA images of the interdiffusion zone underneath the Ni-Sn layer. Characteristically the zone 
is strongly depleted in nickel, the coating as well as the substrate has a higher amount. Three scales can be 
distinguished clearly after 500 hrs exposure: a Cr-C-scale right at the coating/substrate interface, a Cr-Fe-Si rich 
scale underneath and also a Ti-rich scale below that phase. After 3000 hrs exposure the composition is 
interrupted by continuous nickel diffusion into the interdiffusion zone. 
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the nickel reservoir is very high and only 8 wt% iron and 14-17 wt% chromium are in the 
substrate. Generally 18 wt% chromium are necessary to cause σ-phase formation in an alloy 
(91). In this case, a special situation occurs at the bulk/coating interface. Tin in the 
intermetallic phase and partially in the interdiffusion zone incorporates a high amount of the 
surrounding nickel, leaving behind an iron- and chromium enriched layer with a residual 
nickel content of around 20 at% of former 72 at%. In the ternary Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagram, the 
resulting composition is situated in an interesting equilibrium three phase field containing 
α-, σ- and γ-phases (Figure 4.5.3.3). Spot measurements were made using EPMA: directly 
underneath the Ni-Sn coating a Cr23C6 scale has formed which shows the highest chromium 
contents  found with 60 at% (Figure 4.5.3.2a). Phase b) underneath has a high chromium 
content (47 at%), too, but also a very high iron content (24.6 at%) compared with the bulk 
concentration of 8.4 at%. Noticeable is the high silicon amount concentrated in this zone 
with 4.4 at% which is known to be a σ-phase stabilizing element (88). The formation of σ-
phase in a nickel base alloy is quite unusual however has been seen underneath Ni-Al 
coatings. Analogies can be found with the high activity aluminizing process, as already stated 
in chapter 3.2.3. In the literature it has been reported that σ-phase precipitates in the 
interdiffusion zone stabilize the high activity Ni-Al-coating on a nickel-base superalloy (92). 
To visualize that effect, an additional etching procedure was performed electrochemically 
using 10M NaOH (77) to confirm this result (Figure 4.5.3.5). Due to the definite result of the 
etching spot b) can be regarded as σ-phase precipitation. The third spot measured c) has a 
significantly high titanium amount of 2.7at%. Additionally to the spot analyses the 
corresponding element maps are shown in Figure 4.5.3.4 for a sample after 500 hrs and 
3000 hrs of exposure under metal dusting conditions. After 500 hrs of exposure the element 
maps as well as the corresponding linescan (Figure 4.5.3.6) reveal a three layer formation in 
the interdiffusion zone: the Cr23C6, a Cr-Fe-Si enriched scale (σ-phase) and a Ti- and Si-rich 
phase underneath which on average matches the G-phase composition Ni16Ti6Si7 (88). All 
three phases together form the diffusion barrier which inhibits further nickel diffusion into 
the intermetallic coating that would consequently lead to the transformation of the scale 
into Ni3Sn. 
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While the interdiffusion zone between the substrate and the Ni-Sn is stable for up to 3000 
hrs for alloy 800 and alloy 321, the zone underneath the Ni-Sn coating on alloy 600 shrinks 
 
Figure 4.5.3.5: Metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated alloy 600 sample after 500 hrs exposure. The 
interdiffusion zone was investigated for σ-phase by electrochemical etching with 10M NaOH. The σ-phase 
appears yellow after the etching. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.3.6: EPMA linescan analysis of the interdiffusion scales underneath the intermetallic Ni-Sn layer on 
alloy 600 after 500 hrs (first half of the figure) and 3000 hrs exposure (second half of the figure). The stepwise 
occurrence of carbon, silicon and titanium enrichment can be seen clearly after 500 hrs exposure. The 
interdiffusion scale is on average 9 m thick. After 3000 hrs the layer become indistinct. 
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during exposure. After 500 hrs exposure the nickel concentration in the interdiffusion zone 
was constantly low (nickel map in Figure 4.5.3.3). After 3000 hrs the amount of Ni-Sn 
segregated in the interdiffusion zone is significantly increased. The iron and silicon enriched 
phase had almost dissolved into the bulk as did the titanium enrichment. Only the Cr23C6 
layer remained intact, inhibiting direct contact between the bulk and the coating. The 
difference in the stability of the interdiffusion zones between the high alloy steels and alloy 
600 is the limitation of iron and chromium in contrast to a very high nickel concentration. 
As an outlook on the further behaviour of the coating/bulk system: nickel will diffuse 
outwards followed by the inward diffusion of tin along the diffusion paths of nickel as soon 
as the Cr23C6 scale shows larger defects. The Ni3Sn2 phase will transform into Ni3Sn. The 
exposure time of 3000 hrs was too short to visualize that effect but the higher amount of Ni-
Sn precipitates in the interdiffusion zone is an indication for this process. 
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4.6 OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF THE Ni-Sn COATING IN SYNTHETIC AIR 
 
For industrial application of the Ni-Sn coating, resistance against coking and metal dusting is 
not the only requirement. Start-up and shut-down processes are usually conducted without 
process gas in the system but rather with air. The phase stability diagram for Ni-Sn phases in 
air at 650°C (chapter 2.7) suggests a stability of for the Ni3Sn2-phase up to an oxygen partial 
pressure of 10-17bar. Consequently, oxidation of the coating at 620°C in air is certain. 
Nevertheless, the oxidation kinetics as well as the mechanism cannot be predicted by the 
thermodynamic calculation. To characterize the oxidation attack, the coating was exposed in 
synthetic air (N2-20%O2) for a short period of 10 hrs and a longer period of 140 hrs at 620°C. 
The oxidation was monitored using TGA measurements. The TGA routine is described in 
chapter 3.3.2. In Figure 4.6.1 the mass change curves for Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 and alloy 
600 samples are shown. In general, the mass gain of the coated alloy 800 sample is higher 
than that for Ni-Sn coated alloy 600. However, the initial gradients are quite similar for both 
samples until after 25 hrs the coated alloy 600 sample shows parabolic behaviour while the 
alloy 800 sample shows slightly higher oxidation rates. This leads to the assumption that the 
coating influences the oxidation behaviour for only 25 hrs under these conditions and 
afterwards the mechanism is determined by the alloy compositions. The oxidation 
phenomena on the samples are described in the following: 
 
Figure 4.6.1: TGA curves recorded for Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 and alloy 600 samples for 140 hrs in synthetic air 
at 620°C. 
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A short exposure of 10 hrs showed no significant damage to the Ni-Sn coating but 
degradation began due to the formation of a thin oxide scale on the surface, causing a 
change of the tarnish, and oxidation of the bulk elements along the grain boundaries of the 
intermetallic layer. These precipitates of bulk elements along the grain boundaries can be 
regarded as coating defects which let the oxygen penetrate down to the interdiffusion zone 
where it reacts with the excess chromium and iron in the α-ferrite and σ-phase precipitates.  
 
Figure 4.6.2: a) and b) metallographic cross-sections of Ni-Sn coated samples of alloy 600 (a) and alloy 800 (b) 
after 10 hrs  exposure in synthetic air at 620°C imaged in BSE mode via EPMA – size and distribution of 
chromium rich domains in the intermetallic coating differ. The element maps of the alloy 800 sample are 
attached (c). Image d) shows a defect on the sample surface in the form of a nodule after 140 hrs exposure. 
 
 
Figure 4.6.3: Image of a metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated alloy 600 sample after 140 hrs exposure 
in polarized light mode (Ni-Sn coating appears coloured). The oxidation attack on the interdiffusion zone was 
characterized by EPMA element maps (black & white images). 
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In Figure 4.6.2 different stages of the defect formation are shown. The metallographic cross-
section in image a) shows an alloy 600 sample coated with Ni-Sn (white) after 10 hrs in 
synthetic air at 620°C. Close to the interdiffusion zone several particles enriched in 
chromium and silicon are embedded in the coating. These particles originate from the high 
activity coating process as described in chapter 3.2.3. They can grow during exposure due to 
OSTWALD ripening. The particle highlighted in the image has no contact to the surface and 
remained unoxidized. The Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 sample shows larger iron-chromium 
domains which already started to oxidize after the same exposure time (images 4.6.2 b and 
c). Especially iron oxides are critical due to the voluminous growth and high defect numbers. 
Oxygen can diffuse easily through iron oxide and reach deeper into the alloy. 
Domains close to the surface grow due to the oxygen uptake and cause further diffusion 
paths formation through the intermetallic coating. The outward growing oxides on the 
surface are macroscopically visible after 140 hrs exposure in the form of nodules (image 
4.6.2 d). After the oxygen has reached the interdiffusion zone underneath the Ni-Sn scale the 
depth of the oxidation attack stagnated for the rest of exposure. The metallographic cross-
section of Ni-Sn coated alloy 600 after 140 hrs exposure (Figure 4.6.3) reveals the defect 
where the oxygen ingress started as well as the oxide formation along the chromium rich 
interdiffusion zone. As described in chapter 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.5.3 the interdiffusion zones 
formed by Ni-Sn coated alloy 800, AISI 321 and alloy 600 samples contain a high fraction of 
σ-phase which is preferentially oxidized. The high amount of chromium in the interdiffusion 
zone prevents oxidation of the alloy underneath. 
The oxidation mechanism around coating defects is summarized schematically in Figure 
4.6.4. This process includes a significant volume increase and the coating is deformed (Figure 
4.6.3). The consequences regarding future damage are obvious – spallation and total loss of 
 
Figure 4.6.4: Schematic of the oxidation attack caused by defect formation along precipitates in the 
intermetallic scale. These precipitates occur during the high activity coating process (see chapter 3.2.3). 
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protection against metal dusting. Defect-free sections of the coating show no effect of the 
oxidation on the interdiffusion zone. 
 
Aside from local corrosion around defects general oxidation attack was observed after 140 
hrs exposure. On the surface of the Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 sample a 10μm thick oxide scale 
has formed (Figure 4.6.5). The sample is dark grey and covered by brittle oxide fragments. 
Two kinds of oxides can be found on the surface: iron and chromium rich oxides, which are 
bulk elements segregated and oxidized at the surface and tin oxide. Tin oxidizes easier than 
nickel causing tin depletion in the intermetallic phase. This process causes the 
transformation of Ni3Sn2 to Ni3Sn. As already described in chapter 4.2.1 the transformation 
of Ni3Sn2 to Ni3Sn causes a volume decrease. This process increases the number and size of 
pores in the intermetallic scale and decreases the size of the grains. Summarizing, with 
increasing depletion of tin by oxidation at the coating surface, the probability of defects 
increases with time.   
Generally, the grain sizes of nickel-tin on alloy 800 are smaller than on alloy 600. Along the 
grain boundaries preferentially alloy compounds precipitate which are prone to oxidation. 
The finer grain structure and higher amount of iron-chromium rich precipitates in the nickel-
tin coating on alloy 800 is probably the reason for the higher oxidation rate in synthetic air 
(Figure 4.6.1). 
Considering the degradation of the Ni-Sn coating in synthetic air, the recommendation for 
the use of the coating can only be associated with a start-up and shut-down procedure with 
 
Figure 4.6.5: Metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 coupon after 140 hrs exposure in 
synthetic air at 620°C. In polarized light the Ni-Sn coating appears coloured.  
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inert gas (e.g. nitrogen or argon) or low pO2-process gas. This coating concept is applicable 
for harsh reducing atmospheres with an oxygen partial pressure lower than 10-17bar. 
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4.7 MODIFICATION OF THE OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF THE Ni-Sn COATING 
WITH TITANIUM 
 
As described in chapter 4.6 oxidation of the intermetallic coating can trigger damage by 
metal dusting attack due to inducing defects. Therefore, an additional oxide forming 
element was considered as an oxygen getter or barrier in the intermetallic coating. Titanium 
was chosen due to the existence of binary high temperature phases with nickel as well as tin. 
The binary phase diagrams of all three elements, nickel, tin and titanium contain a Me3Me’ 
(Me=Ni,Ti; Me’=Ti,Sn) high temperature phase crystallizing in the hexagonal P63/mmc space 
group (Ni3Sn, Ni3Ti and Ti3Sn) (83). These aspects underline the possibility of stable ternary 
phases at elevated temperatures.   
 
Figure 4.7.1: Sintered mixture of pure metal powders (Ni, Sn, Ti) after 6 hrs at 800°C in argon. BSE-image and 
element maps of one large particle measured via EPMA. 
 
To prove this concept, pure metal powders of nickel, tin and titanium were mixed and 
sintered at 800°C in argon for six hours. This sintered sample was analysed via EPMA (Figure 
4.7.1). Ti3Ni, Ti3Sn and the ternary phase Ni2SnTi were detected.  
On the basis of these results several alloys were coated via Sn-Ti-co-powder-pack 
cementation as described in chapter 3.2.2. Ferritic materials were previously nickel plated to 
supply a sufficient nickel reservoir to form the ternary phase. Unfortunately, the coating did 
not adhere on the low alloy steel P11 and spalled off probably due to CTE mismatch (bulging 
of the scale was found after the coating process). The results in the following concentrate on 
the Sn-Ti coated alloy 690. Formation of the coating as well as its reactions with the 
atmosphere and the substrate shall be considered.  
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In Figure 4.7.2 the cross-section EPMA analysis of an as-coated alloy 690 coupon is shown. 
The linescan as well as the element maps show a homogeneous section of the coating with 
constant amounts of titanium around 14at%. Underneath the coating an interdiffusion zone 
has again formed with high fractions of chromium up to 60 at%. While in this zone the 
amount of tin drops under the detection limit, titanium can still be found. However, the 
interdiffusion zone here is quite similar to that found for alloy 800 (chapter 4.4.3), AISI 321 
(chapter 4.4.4) and alloy 600 (chapter 4.5.3) in size and composition.  
Another section of the sample was analyzed via SEM-EDX due to the occurrence of 
additional domains in the coating. These are highlighted in Figure 4.7.3 and listed in the 
attached table with their compositions. In this section of the sample the titanium content is 
significantly higher than in the linescan of Figure 4.7.2. This caused the segregation of Ni3Ti 
in the ternary Ni2SnTi phase . The interdiffusion zone contains fractions with around 70 at% 
chromium.  
 
Figure 4.7.2: Linescan and metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn-Ti coated alloy 690 coupon. Titanium was 
distributed homogeneously in the intermetallic scale. After the coating process for 6 hrs at 800°C the coating as 
well as the interdiffusion zone had developed. 
 
 
Figure 4.7.3: BSE image of a metallographic cross-section of an as-coated alloy 690 coupon. The compositions 
of the highlighted domains are listed in the table. 
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The coating was tested in air for 10 hrs at 650°C. In Figure 4.7.4 the element maps of the 
metallographic cross-section of the sample reveal three different layers after oxidation. The 
surface is covered by titanium oxide while underneath the ternary Ni-Sn-Ti coating remained 
unattacked. Also the interdiffusion zone had not changed. 
The performance of the Ni-Sn-Ti coating under metal dusting conditions was evaluated by an 
exposure at 650°C for 100 and 600 hrs. After exposure the sample was free of coke and 
metal dusting signs. After 100 hrs a thin oxide scale had formed on the surface. In Figure 
4.7.5 SEM and BSE images of the surface are shown together with an EDX measurement 
summarizing the constituents. Image 4.7.5 a) shows a rather smooth surface except for 
some filler residuals from the powder pack process consisting of pure alumina. The thin 
oxide surface is not free of defects. With higher magnification cracks can be found which are 
 
Figure 4.7.4: Bright field image and element maps of a metallographic cross-section of a Ni-Sn-Ti coated alloy 
690 sample after 10 hrs oxidation in air at 650°C. 
 
 
Figure 4.7.5: a)-c) SEM-BSE images of the surface of a Ni-Sn-Ti coated alloy 690 sample after exposure for 100 
hrs under metal dusting conditions. Image b) was used for the EDX analysis shown on the left. SEM-image d) 
shows crystallites consisting of mixed oxides while in image c) the tin-rich precipitates can be seen in the form 
of bright spots. 
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filled with Ni3Sn2 from the intermetallic scale underneath. 
The most interesting part of the surface is the thin oxide scale itself. Crystallites in the form 
of platelets were revealed with high magnification (image 4.7.5 d). On the edges of the 
platelets spherical precipitates can be seen. This image was also taken in the BSE mode and 
the precipitates appear bright in contrast to the platelets underneath. The platelets were 
identified as mixed Cr-Ti-oxides and the precipitates on the tips as being tin-rich.   
After 600 hrs exposure the metallographic cross-section of the sample was investigated. The 
coating no longer appears homogeneous. The BSE image in Figure 4.7.6 and the 
corresponding linescan reveal a thin oxide layer on the surface and the intermetallic Ni3Sn2 
scale underneath with several oxidized sections incorporated. The combination of the 
rendered oxidized sections in Figure 4.7.6 show, that these sections belong to the former 
interdiffusion zone which is no longer existing at the substrate/coating interface. The result 
suggests that oxygen penetrates the coating towards the interdiffusion zone where a high 
reservoir of chromium and titanium is available. These elements oxidize and detach from the 
interface forming the oxidized sections embedded in the coating. 
Consequently the Ni-Sn-Ti coating provided protection against oxidation on alloy 690 during 
a short term exposure in air. However, titanium does oxidize in the metal dusting testing 
environment without forming a dense oxide layer. Oxygen is conducted through the layer 
down to the interdiffusion zone. After oxidation of the chromium reservoir of the 
 
Figure 4.7.6: BSE image and EPMA linescan of a Ni-Sn-Ti coated alloy 690 sample after exposure for 600 hrs 
under metal dusting conditions. The oxidized residues of the former interdiffusion phase are highlighted in the 
BSE image. 
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interdiffusion zone even internal oxidation occurred. In conclusion, the titanium additive to 
the intermetallic coating degrades the performance of the coating under metal dusting 
conditions. 
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5. SUMMARY 
 
The target of this work was to find a possibility to protect conventional alloys against metal 
dusting by modification of the surface. Due to major progresses in the understanding of the 
catalytical aspects of the metal dusting mechanism in the last ten years, new possibilities of 
inhibition were investigated.  
The approach to regulate the catalytic activity of a metal substrate by using an element 
similar in chemistry to the activate species (carbon) was investigated in this work. In this 
case tin was chosen to block the active centres on the alloys, namely nickel and iron (see 
chapter 2.7). To avoid grain boundary segregation of tin into the alloy, which could have 
detrimental effects on the mechanical stability, a highly stable intermetallic phase was 
applied - Ni3Sn2. This intermetallic phase was coated on the alloy surfaces by a high activity 
powder pack diffusion process at 800°C (see chapter 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). To acquire a maximum 
pure intermetallic scale on each alloy the nickel reservoir was supplied beforehand by 
electrochemical nickel-plating before the diffusion coating process (chapter 3.2.4).  
The resulting coating was not free of alloy compounds after the diffusion process. This was 
caused by the diffusion of alloy components into the nickel reservoir during the high 
temperature treatment, such as iron, chromium and manganese (see chapter 3.2.3, 4.4 and 
4.5).  
Iron from the substrates of P11 and P91 was able to substitute nickel in the Ni3Sn2 phase up 
to a stoichiometric level of Ni3-xFexSn2 with 1  x  1.5 (see chapter 4.3). The observation of a 
(Ni3-xFex)Sn2 phase with 1  x  1.5 is a new result for the ternary Ni-Fe-Sn phase diagram. 
This finding had consequences towards the performance of the intermetallic scale under 
metal dusting conditions. When iron diffuses through the intermetallic coating, it is able to 
form Fe3SnC in contact with carbon monoxide on the surface. This perovskite carbide 
contains iron octahedrals within its crystal structure which can insert one carbon atom per 
unit cell. Thus, as the carbon atoms are isolated from each other graphite cannot precipitate 
in this phase, as proven by the experimental observations in this work. Nevertheless, it is 
conceivable that carbon can diffuse through the Fe3SnC and reach the substrate if the (Ni3-
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xFex)Sn2-scale fails due to tin depletion. This scenario was not observed within this work even 
though the coated low alloy steel P11 was exposed under metal dusting conditions up to 
3000 hrs. No coke deposition or metal dusting was observed. Nevertheless, iron diffusion 
through the intermetallic layer had reached a point with insufficient tin in the layer left to 
form the Fe3SnC phase. This causes the formation of cementite. After 3000 hrs of exposure, 
the cementite scale reached a thickness of 80 μm. However, this cementite caused no 
graphite precipitation on top and within the layer as it usually does in conventional alloys 
under metal dusting conditions. Consequently, even though the tin concentration within the 
cementite scale had dropped to 0.3 at% on average, epitaxial graphite precipitation is still 
inhibited. This behaviour is believed to be a surface effect on the cementite particles in that 
layer. If the tin is located on the cementite particle boundaries a small amount can still be 
sufficient to suppress the epitaxial graphite formation. Within this work, this conclusion 
could not be proven by exact location of the tin positions in the cementite particles. A good 
way to compliment this theory would be a DFT calculation of the cementite surface with 
randomly distributed tin on top under carburizing conditions. 
Chromium and manganese did not diffuse into the intermetallic layer during the coating 
process. They were only soluble in the nickel reservoir until the Ni3Sn2 phase started to form. 
After the coating process chromium and manganese were only found in the form of 
precipitates within the intermetallic s layer. Such precipitates were found for every Ni-Sn 
coated sample except for coated P11 and nickel substrates.  
During the intermetallic layer formation a significant amount of nickel from the 
substrate/coating interface also diffuses into the coating. In this interdiffusion zone 
enrichment of chromium, manganese and silicon occurs, according to the alloy composition, 
caused by the depletion of nickel. High chromium and silicon contents led to the 
precipitation of σ-phase, which is highly stable up to 1050°C and α-ferrite in this region. 
Interdiffusion zones with high fractions of σ-phase were found for Ni-Sn coated alloy 800, 
AISI 321 and alloy 600 samples (see chapter 4.4 and 4.5). The amount of chromium in P91 
was not high enough to form σ-phase but a small fraction of Cr23C6 carbides was seen (see 
chapter 4.3.3). 
The high stability of σ-phase had a beneficial effect on Ni3Sn2 phase stability. As shown for 
tin diffusion coated nickel, the phase transformation from Ni3Sn2 to Ni3Sn occurs rapidly 
during exposure if no diffusion barrier is present. This phase transformation did not occur on 
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alloy 600 even though the nickel content in the coating is lower than in the substrate. The 
σ-phase precipitates in the interdiffusion zone acts as a diffusion barrier and delayed this 
transformation for at least 3000 hrs. This was the longest exposure test conducted. A phase 
transformation in the intermetallic scale can induce stresses which reduce the reliability of 
the coating. As discussed in chapter 4.2, these stresses can be caused by a density increase 
during the transformation from Ni3Sn2 to Ni3Sn. Also, diffusion of iron into the Ni-Sn scale 
was suppressed. The formation of a Fe3SnC scale analogous to that found on Ni-Sn coated 
and exposed P11 (see chapter 4.3.2) did not occur for alloy 800, AISI 321 or alloy 600. 
Another issue for the coating reliability is the stability in the presence of oxygen. In the first 
instance, this coating was investigated to withstand very harsh reducing conditions with 
oxygen partial pressures lower than 10-17bar (see chapter 2.7). Due to industrial applications, 
oxygen partial pressures significantly higher than the value of 10-17bar can occur in plants 
during start up and shut down procedures. Therefore, the Ni-Sn coating was also exposed to 
oxidizing environments, i.e. synthetic air at 620°C (see chapter 4.6). The weight change 
during the oxidation test was monitored via TGA. After 10 hrs exposure the scale showed 
only minor oxidation but locally the Fe/Cr/Mn-rich precipitates along the grain boundaries 
were oxidized and caused defects deep into the intermetallic scale. After 140 hrs exposure 
this local attack had reached the chromium-rich interdiffusion zone causing high oxidation 
rates on a Ni-Sn coated alloy 800 sample. Meanwhile, the intermetallic scale itself also 
suffers from oxidation. A tin oxide scale formed on top of the intermetallic coating causing 
significant depletion of tin in the Ni-Sn coating.  
To provide some kind of protection against the attack of the intermetallic coating by 
oxidation titanium was added into the Ni-Sn scale via co-diffusion pack cementation. A 
homogenous amount of 14 at% was measured after the pack process. During exposure 
under oxidizing conditions at 650°C titanium oxide and Ti-Cr mixed oxides formed on the 
sample surfaces. However, the titanium oxide layer is not protective at that temperature 
and merely delayed internal oxidation, nevertheless this first co-deposition approach of tin 
with an oxide-former should be further investigated in the future. 
In conclusion, the intermetallic Ni-Sn scale protected several conventional alloys under harsh 
reducing conditions against coking and metal dusting. Even low alloy steels showed a good 
performance for at least 3000 hrs. Nevertheless, for an optimal use of the intermetallic 
coating only reducing conditions with a maximum oxygen partial pressure of 10-17 bar are 
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recommendable. Start up or shut down procedures in air may damage the intermetallic 
scale. For the application of this coating in plants it is recommended to run every thermal 
treatment under inert or reducing conditions and limit periods of increased oxygen partial 
pressure to an acceptable minimum at low temperature. 
To increase the oxidation stability of the intermetallic coating future research programs are 
planned at DECHEMA-Forschungsinstitut based on the findings of this work. 
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APPENDIX  
PHASE: GAS SPECIES EQUILIBRIUM  
AMOUNT mol 
MOLE FRACTION FUGACITY 
bar 
H2 4,94E-01 6,09E-01 6,09E-01 
CO 1,11E-01 1,36E-01 1,36E-01 
CH4 9,37E-02 1,15E-01 1,15E-01 
H2O 7,81E-02 9,61E-02 9,61E-02 
CO2 3,56E-02 4,38E-02 4,38E-02 
C2H6 1,53E-06 1,88E-06 1,88E-06 
C2H4 2,20E-07 2,71E-07 2,71E-07 
CH2O 4,03E-08 4,96E-08 4,96E-08 
CH4O 3,48E-09 4,28E-09 4,28E-09 
CH3 5,15E-10 6,34E-10 6,34E-10 
C2H4O 4,59E-10 5,64E-10 5,64E-10 
H 1,56E-10 1,92E-10 1,92E-10 
C3H6 1,34E-10 1,65E-10 1,65E-10 
C2H2 1,18E-10 1,45E-10 1,45E-10 
C3H8 9,48E-11 1,17E-10 1,17E-10 
C2H6O 1,52E-12 1,88E-12 1,88E-12 
CHO 1,36E-12 1,68E-12 1,68E-12 
C2H5 1,35E-12 1,67E-12 1,67E-12 
C3H6O 4,95E-13 6,10E-13 6,10E-13 
C3H4* 5,00E-14 6,15E-14 6,15E-14 
CHO2 4,66E-14 5,74E-14 5,74E-14 
HO 2,85E-14 3,51E-14 3,51E-14 
C2H3 9,82E-15 1,21E-14 1,21E-14 
CH3O_CH2OH 3,02E-15 3,71E-15 3,71E-15 
C3O2 6,68E-16 8,22E-16 8,22E-16 
C2H6O2 1,56E-18 1,91E-18 1,91E-18 
CH2 4,21E-20 5,18E-20 5,18E-20 
C2H2O 2,08E-22 2,56E-22 2,56E-22 
C2O 1,38E-22 1,69E-22 1,69E-22 
H2O2 8,34E-23 1,03E-22 1,03E-22 
O 1,18E-23 1,45E-23 1,45E-23 
O2 1,08E-24 1,33E-24 1,33E-24 
C2H 7,16E-26 8,81E-26 8,81E-26 
HO2 1,14E-27 1,41E-27 1,41E-27 
C3H 1,00E-27 1,24E-27 1,24E-27 
CH 1,03E-28 1,27E-28 1,27E-28 
C 4,18E-33 5,14E-33 5,14E-33 
C3 2,40E-36 2,95E-36 2,95E-36 
C2 1,60E-37 1,97E-37 1,97E-37 
TOTAL: 8,13E-01 1,00E+00 1,00E+00 
 
A-1: Output file of a Chemsage 4.22 equilibrium calculation of an atmosphere containing H2-24%CO-2%H2O at 
620°C and ambient pressure.  
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PHASE: CONDENSED SPECIES ACTIVITY 
 C 1,33E+00 
 C<DIAMOND> 6,50E-01 
 H2O 3,14E-04 
 CH2O2 2,92E-11 
 CH4O 2,75E-12 
 C2H4O2 7,86E-14 
 C2H6O 8,00E-16 
 C2H6O2 1,31E-20 
 H2O2 2,61E-25 
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